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ABSTRACT
An Investigation of Factors Affecting
Third Graders' Comprehension of
Descriptive Tests
(May 1982)
Joan McCallum Rasool, B.A., Ed.D.
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
Directed by: Dr. Judith W. Gourley
A majority of young readers find non-story passages
more difficult to understand than story selections. In the
first three grades many of these readers have been exposed
to reading programs which emphasize decoding rather than
comprehension and present, almost exclusively, narrative
stories. Regardless of their experience, students entering
fourth grade are expected to begin reading to learn.
This study investigated factors affecting the com-
prehension of descriptive text materials by forty-one (41)
third graders. Students from two schools were grouped
according to whether their formal basal reading experience
included expository material. Both groups were administered
an oral questionnaire dealing with their informal exposure
to, understanding of and attitude towards non-fiction and
then tested for their comprehension of two narrative and
two descriptive passages.
Vll
Analysis of variance showed that basal reading ex-
perience was not a significant source of variance affecting
the comprehension of descriptive text; however, test type
and reading ability were. An analysis of correlations
showed a significant positive correlation between a sub-
ject's descriptive score and Understanding score, p<.01;
significant positive correlations were also found between
descriptive scores and the questionnaire data as a whole
and the combined categories of Exposure and Understanding.
A qualitative analysis of the descriptive data revealed
patterns in subjects' judgments of difficulty, reading
strategy and purposes of reading non-fiction. A major
finding regarding Attitude was that although subjects felt
it was important to read non-fiction, a majority did not.
Research findings suggest that teachers should reassess
instructional methods used in teaching students how to
read non-fiction. They also support greater coordination
of classroom instruction with both formal and informal
exposure to non-fiction material.
viii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background and Statement of Problem .
A majority of young readers find non-story passages
more difficult to understand than story selections. In the
first three grades many of these readers have been exposed
to reading programs which emphasize decoding rather than
comprehending and present almost exclusively narrative
stories. Students may or may not have experience with
textbooks during this time; however an expectation in the
fourth grade is that students begin reading to learn. "It
is often at this time [third and fourth grade] that reading
problems become apparent, both because of the shift in
emphasis from decoding to comprehension and because the
children are expected to deal with expository [non-story]
prose in their social studies and science books for the
first time." (Baker & Stein, 1978, p. 46).
Some students are capable of meeting that goal, but
some are not. A common pattern shown in standardized
testing at this time is a decline in reading scores,
particularly in comprehension. It would be of
instructional
value to identify the sources of these differences
in
students’ abilities to deal with story and
non-story
materials
.
1
2From the start, it is important to recognize some of
the differences inherent in the nature of story and non-
story materials which may make non-story material more
difficult. First, the structure of stories is more
familiar to children; they know that stories have a be-
ginning, a middle and an end. They have come to expect a
sequential ordering of events which helps in the recon-
struction of events not immediately recalled. This
organizational structure and ordering of information is not
generally found in non-story texts. Second, the content of
stories is often related to a young reader's life and
his/her cultural experiences; and what experience has not
supplied, television has presented. Also, the content of
the stories lends itself more readily to imagery, while
non-stories may contain unfamiliar and conceptually more
complex information which is difficult to visualize. There
is no reason to expect non-stories and stories to be
equally easy or difficult although many readability formulas
artificially try to equate these discourse types by dis-
regarding the above factors. Nevertheless, there may be
ways of instruct ionally preparing young readers for these
di f ferences which would allow them to become better
comprehenders of non-story text.
Comprehension presents itself to psychologists and
reading specialists as a paradox: anything that occurs so
3frequently ought to be more readily understood. It i 3 our
most common state of being, yet it is only superficially
understood. The more aware we are of the complexities of
comprehending written text, the more awed we are by our
apparent effortless ability to maintain this cognitive state
of existence. Wo become more knowledgeable without benefit
of insight into the process. While schools abound in the
rhetoric of comprehension, many educators agree that it is
a subject rarely taught though constantly assessed in the
classroom (Durkin, 1979). Teachers advocate learning from
reading, yet find it enigmatic to provide effective
instruction
.
Given today's pressure for competency-based education
and the plethora of publishers' kits and programs available,
it is no surprise that teachers are both concerned and
confused. What will allow readers to be good compre-
henders? Current research is only beginning to sort out
the variables involved and to question more directly the
sources of a reader's comprehension: what part of under-
standing is due to a reader's background knowledge, what
part is the result of different "levels" of thinking, and
how dependent (in what way) is comprehension on perceptual
processing (decoding) skills?
If teachers are to become better instructors in
reading comprehension, it is important to clarify tin
4sources of comprehension and understand how these variables
relate to one another. Without an appreciation of these
factors, instructional objectives become distorted and
instruction lopsided for both students in general and
poorer readers in particular. Carried to an extreme,
advocates of "reading is thinking" isolate "reasoning"
skills and teach these external to any particular knowledge
base. Workbooks stressing literal, inferential and
critical thinking provide curriculum support for this view.
In contrast to this approach is one that begs the issue of
comprehension and reading. Comprehension is a function of
adequate general knowledge, and schools would do better
to provide poorer readers with more nonprint experiences
rather than develop their abilities to extract information
from text. Thus we find junior high, high school, and
college classes relying more heavily on orally presented
materials and only incidentally dealing with textbooks.
For those who view reading as strictly a decoding process,
instruction takes the form of providing beginning and
remedial readers with simplified materials of little content
and poor structure.
Although recent research has been significant re-
garding theories of reading comprehension, very little
of
this effort has been channeled into instructional
im-
plications for classroom teachers.
5A schematic view of reading shows how specific back-
ground knowledge as well as an understanding of the format
or structure in which that knowledge is presented influence
comprehension. We know that children come to school with
a good understanding of narrative story structure, and
that this knowledge facilitates comprehension (Stein &
Glenn, 1977; Stein, 1976). Children have been exposed to
narrative story structures in a variety of ways: through
television, movies, books and play. In addition parents
are encouraged to read to pre-school children, help them
tell stories and talk about television programs. This
background is certainly helpful in preparing children to
learn to read stories. This pattern, however, is not
repeated with young children and non-story materials. The
traditional bedtime book is a story book. It is rare to
find a pre-school, kindergarten or first grade teacher
reading a non-story book at reading time. Children see
our preference for stories, and it is clear that we find
the adventures of Babar more exciting than the living
quarters of a garden earthworm. But children are part of
a world of facts; and they receive information from their
parents, friends, television, as well as from newspapers
and magazines. There is, however, little documentation of
whether this influences their reading of non-story texts.
6From research on children's ability to comprehend
stories, we find that it is through exposure to various
forms of discourse that children are able to develop
cognitive structures representative of modes of discourse.
Children have expectations of information to be presented,
and these influence their ability to understand and recall
the material.
It follows that exposure to a wide variety of dis-
course types would be to a reader's advantage. In
particular, experience with non-story texts similar to
those encountered later on in textbooks would be essential.
The structure of non-story material has only begun to be
analyzed. Research to date has dealt with this issue
primarily in concluding remarks and implications for
reading instruction (Anderson, Spiro, Anderson, 1977
;
Adams, 1977). Linda Baker and Nancy Stein (1978) discuss
possible differences between narrative and non-story prose
and predict that young children would have better com-
prehension of narrative (story) material. In summary,
schema theorists maintain that children need to be exposed
to different kinds of discourse, and that this will
facilitate comprehension and foster the acquisition of new
information (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1979).
7Purposes of the Study
.
This study was designed to provide both quantitative
and qualitative data. The following questions were
investigated empirically:
1. What comparisons can be made between third graders'
comprehension of story and non-story descriptive
texts?
2. What factors appear to be related to successful
comprehension of non-story descriptive texts?
While attempting to equalize background knowledge
among subjects for topics tested, this study
identified the following factors and examined
their relationship with descriptive text per-
formance :
formal exposure to descriptive materials through
basal reading programs
informal exposure to non-story information
through such media as TV, magazines, independent
reading and conversation
- understanding of non-story material in terms of
content, purpose and reading strategy
attitudes toward non-story material
In the qualitative section, the attempt was to show patterns
among students' responses to the questionnaire categories
of Exposure, Understanding and Attitude.
Importance of the Study .
This study provides data relevant to theories of
reading comprehension, the development of curriculum
materials and classroom instruction. Differences occurring
in subjects' performance on the descriptive test due to
formal basal reading experience address schema theory
8notions that structure schemata and experience contribute to
comprehension ease. Correlations between Understanding, as
assessed by the questionnaire, and descriptive test scores
add to the growing body of research dealing with meta-
cognition and its role in comprehension. Patterns discerned
qualitatively from the data collected provide a basis for
designing future research related to the sources of
differences in Exposure, Attitude and Understanding and
their effects on comprehension.
Results of this study contribute to the evaluation of
instructional practices and curriculum by providing the
basis for better guidelines on how to prepare children for
different types of discourse. The findings allow con-
sideration of the roles of formal and informal exposure,
attitude toward and understanding of non-fiction within the
classroom. In addition, a discussion of differences in
boys' and girls' performances on the reading test and their
responses to the questionnaire provide an opportunity to
reflect on subtle messages teachers may be giving students
or that are already operating in boys and girls.
Answers to these and other questions posed in this
study are important if educators and researchers are
legitimately concerned with improving the ability of
children to comprehend all types of discourse.
9Definition of Terms .
Reading
.
A complex process involving the re-
construction, to some degree, of an author's written
message. The reader's prior knowledge, experiences and
thought are critical to comprehension on the basis of
syntactic, graphophonic and semantic cues provided in the
text
.
Schema /schemat
a
. Abstract structures which represent
concepts or generalizations of past experience and data.
They represent a class of concepts and can be very abstract
or very specific.
Structure schemata . Refers to a specific set of
schemata which represent a reader's knowledge of how in-
formation is organized. The structure schemata "specifies
the logical connections among ideas in text as well as
subordination of some ideas to others." (Meyer et . al .
,
1980, p. 74). The reader also uses this organizational
knowledge when remembering passages.
Background knowledge . The prior knowledge and ex-
periences a reader has stored in memory and which are
available to him/her at the time of comprehension.
Story grammar. A structure schemata which represents
an idealized structure for stories. It assumes
that
al structure and "can be described instories have an intern
10
terms of a hierarchial network of categories" and their
logical relations. (Stein & Glenn, 1979, p. 58).
Descriptive text . A term used to describe an organiza-
tional structure which includes general statements followed
by specific examples. It does not refer to story-type
materials
.
Sentence-ver if icat ion techn ique . A comprehensive
measure which involves recognizing and labelling as "old"
original and paraphrase sentences from a passage.
Sentences which have a meaning different from the original
text are labelled "new" information.
Exposure . Refers to a subject's exposure to informa-
tion primarily outside the school setting as assessed by
the questionnaire.
Underst anding . Refers to a subject's knowledge ol the
differences between fiction and non-fiction in terms of
content
,
purpose and reading strategy as assessed by the
quest ion n aire
.
Attitude . Refers to a subject's preference for in-
formational materials and the value placed on them as
assessed by the questionnaire.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A review of the literature will focus on four areas
relevant to the topic being studied. Schema theory will
be reviewed in terms of its description of reading com-
prehension, its contribution to understanding learning, and
its assumptions regarding memory and recall. The investiga-
tor will then consider empirical research based on this
theoretical perspective and relevant to the hypotheses
being tested. The major focus will be the effect of dis-
course structure on comprehension, particularly the
evidence that children possess a structure schema for
written texts.
A third topic concerns categorizing discourse types and
the difficulties surrounding text analysis. Finally
evidence supporting the methodology of sentence verification
will be presented.
Schema Theory .
Recent research in the fields of cognitive psychology
and reading comprehension reflects a renewed interest in
Bartlett's notion of schemata (Bartlett, 1932). Schema
theory provides a framework for organizing and storing
information in memory. "The goal of schema theory is to
11
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specify how the reader's knowledge interacts with and
shapes the information on the page and to specify how that
knowledge must be organized to support that interaction."
(Adams & Collins, 1979, p. 3). Knowledge is incorporated
in abstract structures called schemata ( Anderson, 1977 )
.
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1979, p. 83) describe a schema as
a "prototypical abstraction of the complex concept it
represents". They are hierarchial, self-embedded and
represent generalizations of past experience and data.
They represent a class of concepts containing the
"essential aspects of all members of the class" (Adams &
Collins, 1977, p. 14). Schemata can be both very abstract,
as at the story level, or very specific, as at the level of
letter identification (Adams & Collins, 1979). Included
within the theory is a grand self-schema, a processing
mechanism which allocates attention (Adams & Collins, 1979).
Incoming data is matched to slots within the schema.
Slots remaining open can, by a process of inference, be
filled by default. Instantiation is a term used to
describe this slot-filling process. Thus, an instantiated
schema is one that has been only partially filled by
text
information and whose remaining slots have been
filled by
inference or default.
The fact that schemata serve as elements
in higher
level schemata "allows perceptual elements
to coalesce into
13
meaning.
.
.
" (Adams & Collins, 1979, p. 8). Comprehen-
sion at the feature, letter and word level occurs
interactively and simultaneously. Adams and Collins
suggest that interconnections are developed between schemata
at the letter level. Repeated interconnections between
letters facilitate word activation; likewise word schemata
compete for letters to fill their slots. As the eye moves
across the text, it picks up information on visual features
and begins to fill in slots for letter schemata. At the
same time that letters are being instantiated, potential
word schemata are vying to fill their letter slots. At
all times higher order semantic and syntactic schemata are
influencing the processing of specific words. Repeated
activation of certain schemata over time results in the
activation of one facilitating the activation of the other.
Rumelhart and Ortony (1977) do not talk about the effects
of repeated activation but describe schemata as either
activating constituent subschemata or as being activated
by their own constituents.
Schema theorists do not give a detailed explanation
of how recall and summarization texts are produced.
Rumelhart and Ortony (1977) outline the effects schemata
have on what is stored and on what is remembered.
Schemata
are of a non-linguist ic nature and should not be
confused
14
with dictionary entries in semantic memory, rather they
represent encyclopedia knowledge (including all past
experiences) and "represent knowledge associated with
concepts . . . They are not linguistic entities, but ab-
stract symbolic representations of knowledge which may be
used for understanding language ..." (Rumelhart &
Ortony, 1977, p. 111). Configural models of semantic
memory as described by Frederickson (1977) are consistent
with schema theory. They assume a hierarchial structure,
and word meanings are given a particular meaning
(particularized) based on context. This implies that our
knowledge is not in some static arrangement but is "re-
organized during cognitive processing," (Anderson & Ortony,
1975, p. 168). It allows for the influence of world
knowledge and underscores the dynamic nature of context.
Thus the representation of text in memory is not a re-
cording but an interaction of existing knowledge, context,
and word meanings.
Another key issue concerns how information is arranged
in semantic memory. Schemata are assumed to be hierarchial
and therefore information contained within schemata
is
assumed to be stored in a similar fashion. If this is
true
then it follows that retrieving information from
memory
"ought to reflect in some fundamental way the
organization
of memory into semantic units." ( Frederickson
, 1977
,
p. 66)
15
In other words, assuming that information is being pro-
cessed not as individual concepts or relations but as some
semantic unit, we can make predictions regarding the
effect of organizational structure on comprehension as
seen in recall protocol. Some of the research that will
be reviewed in a later section deals specifically with
efforts to verify this empirically.
At the time of recall what the reader has stored in
memory are fragments of schemata instantiated at the time
of comprehension. Knowledge has neither been stored
exactly as it was "lifted” off the page, nor will it be
recalled as a passive reproduction of the original text.
Because only part of the instantiated schemata remain in
memory it becomes necessary at the time of recall to re-
construct the original interpretation of the text. This
process is guided by schemata. Since it would be impossible
to have a different schema for every situation, and almost
every context contains something new, it is important to
note the abstract nature of schemata and their use in
constructing interpretations.
Rumelhart and Ortony (1977, p. 127) describe three
mechanisms by which schemata can change and become
either:
(1) more specialized, (2) more generalized,
or (3) evolved
or tuned. For entirely new information a new
schema,
specialized in character, will be generated
consisting of
16
the new variable. As the reader comes into contact with
other examples involving this schema, additional variables
will be added. The more often there are variables which
readily instantiate that schema the more generalized it
can become. In many situations what happens is that only
part of the information is new so that any appropriate
schema will only partially be filled. If such an occurrence
is repeated, it may become feasible to build a more
general, abstract schema incorporating the new and old
variables. In this way knowledge structures become more
abstract. Also existing schemata can be "tuned" as new
variables are added or old ones dropped, or as additional
information helps to clarify relationships between
variables. In many respects schema theory is describing a
process of learning. As Bransford, et.al. (1977) argue,
learning cannot involve merely accumulating more facts,
more data or more schemata. If this were true, experts
should have more difficulty in sifting through all that
they know to arrive at some answer; and studies have shown
this is not the case. Learning must involve some re-
organizing or restructuring of what is known.
Empirical Evidence .
Initially research was directed primarily towards
verifying the existence of schemata. that readers
operate
17
within a schematic framework and that background knowledge
plays a significant role in comprehension. Studies tried
to demonstrate the influence of schemata by altering the
reader's or writer's assumed schemata. Differences in
comprehension are attributable to a manipulation of
variables either within the text or within the reader.
Background Knowledge . Several studies have shown the
influence of the reader's world knowledge on comprehension.
College students with different background knowledge read
ambiguous passages for which there were two distinctly
different interpretations. Results indicated that the high
level schemata (i.e., wrestling vs. escaping from prison)
brought to the passage by the subject determined his/her
interpretation (Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert & Goetz,
1976). Pearson, Hansen and Gordon (1979) tested the
effects of weak and strong background knowledge on com-
prehension for slightly above average second grade readers.
They found that prior knowledge was an aid to comprehension
as measured by implicit and explicit questions on the text.
This knowledge was most helpful for answering questions
that required an integration of text information and back-
ground knowledge. Steffensen, et.al. (1979) studied the
effect differences in culture had on comprehending passages
describing an Indian or American wedding. "The results
18
were interpreted as showing pervasive influence on com-
prehension and memory of schemata embodying knowledge of
the context of a discourse." (Steffensen, et . al
. ,
1979,
P. 10).
Other studies have tried to show the effect of in-
troducing changes in perspective (schemata switching) on
comprehension. Asking students to read a passage with
one schema in mind (i.e. buying a house) and then testing
for another orientation (i.e. burglarizing a house) had
a direct effect on recall. (Anderson, et.al. 1979).
Subjects who read a passage and were later given
additional but incongruous information related to the
passage responded by introducing "reconciling errors" into
their recall protocols and were confident that their in-
ferences had been stated explicitly in the story. (Spiro,
1977, as cited in Anderson, 1977).
Structure Schemata . A second line of research has
dealt with a specific kind of schemata, a structure
strategy which describes the organization of material.
"The structure of text specifies the logical connections
among ideas in text as well as subordination of some ideas
to others." (Meyer, et.al., 1980, p. 74). Several
techniques for prose analysis ( Frederickson 1972; Meyer
1975; Kintsch, 1974) have been developed in order to
determine the structure of written text. These have then
been used to analyze text as well as the recall protocols
of subjects. From data collected, assumptions about the
existence and effect of structure within the text and
the reader have been substantiated. A major assumption is
that knowledge in the brain is structured in a fashion
similar to written/oral discourse and that recall is an
accurate reflection of that organization. As Marshall and
dock (1978-79) point out, Frederickson ' s theory of
discourse is also a theory of memory. There have been
several studies which support this assumption (Meyer,
1977, Meyer, et . al
. ,
1980). Results show that a change in
the organization of text results in a change in recall. In
fact, Meyer states that results of her investigations
"clearly showed the structure of prose to be the most
powerful variable in predicting the recall of content from
a passage." (Meyer, 1977, p. 180). College students read
passages on the same topic but with varying content
except for a target paragraph that, when analyzed, appeared
either high or low in the content structure of the passage.
When it appeared high in the structure, the same informa-
tion was recalled more frequently than when it appeared low
in the content structure and was more likely to be retained
over time.
In a second study reported by Meyer (1979) students
were presented with passages containing different subject
20
matter but having the same structure. The purpose of this
investigation was to determine how structure affected re-
call regardless of content. Although top level information
is recalled better than low level information, all top
level information is not recalled equally well; results
indicate that much of this is due to "the pattern of
specific relations", (Meyer 1977, p. 191) or content
structure. This represents a first attempt at identifying
and categorizing structural patterns in non-narrative text.
The use of structure schemata has also been shown to
operate at the sentence level (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth,
1979). Development of a schema for the details of person,
number and location facilitated the recall of similarly
structured materials at least up to a certain number of
repetitions of the pattern.
Using his text analysis, Kintsch has been able to
substantiate empirically (Kintsch &. Vipond, 1978) many of
the predictions his theory would make regarding the effects
of text cohesion on recall. First, texts whose coherence
graphs are not well connected or that require more
reorganization add to reading difficulty either in terms
of poorer recall or in longer reading times. Second, the
total number of propositions recalled is related to
argument overlap (arguments repeated in several proposi-
tions); information is better remembered when it is
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connected to one topic rather than several topics. Those
studies focus on the structure schemata of text
; however
there has also been research done which looks more closely
at the existence of structure schemata within the reader
prior to the reading task.
One of these studies was done by Spiro and Tirre
(1979). They demonstrated that a more narrowly specified
schema such as that for a restaurant meal versus a trip to
the supermarket affected the amount of recall, temporal
order of that recall, as well as attribution of items. In
other words, the structure of the restaurant schemata
allowed for less variability in terms of appropriate
instantiations than the supermarket schema. The same
informational units were presented, but they were recalled
differently. An implication of these results is that the
structure in which facts A, B, or C are presented in-
fluences recall separate from the specific content itself.
Structure Schemata in Children . There has been
considerable research done in the area of children s use ol
structure schemata to comprehend stories (Rumelhart, 1974;
Stein & Glenn, 1977a; Stein & Glenn, 1977b; Stein, 1978;
McConaughy, 1978; Stein, 1976). Story grammars have been
developed which represent an "idealized story schema", a
generalized story schema which is assumed to be shared
more or less by all. The focus has been on manipulating
the structure of a given story in relationship to this
story grammar (structure schemata) and then observing
readers’ responses according to age and reading ability.
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Evidence supports the existence of a story schema for
children which contains a set of expectations for events
and their temporal order within a story. Young children
appear to organize and recall story information according
to a logical sequence outlined in the grammar (Stein &
Glenn, 1977a; Stein, 1976). In addition there is some data
which suggests developmental differences in the compre-
hension of stories among different age groups.
Stein & Glenn (1979) found developmental differences
between first and fifth graders in (a) amount of total
recall; (b) recall of internal responses (statements
describing a character's state of mind which might motivate
the character); and (c) the number of inferences added to
recall (making explicit information implicit in the text).
As expected, fifth graders recalled more of these types of
information. Baker and Stein (1978) concluded that
children's story schema is learned in preschool years, is
refined during elementary school years, and is utilized
as an organizing framework to aid recall.
Evidence supporting developmental differences among
children's ability to recall main ideas or "most
important
information" from stories is more tenuous. Brown
and
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Smiley (cited in Baker & Stein, 1978) found that although
there were differences in the total amount recalled there
were no differences in the recall patterns for structurally
important items in four non-Western fairy tales listened to
by third, fifth, seventh graders and college students.
"Important ideas were more likely to be recalled than less
important ideas ..." (Baker & Stein, 1978, p. 11). In
their own research, Stein and Glenn also found "no sig-
nificant age differences occurred in either the patterns of
saliency or in the temporal organization of information in
recall." (Stein & Glenn, 1979, p. 98). While children of
all ages had better recall for important information,
these studies do not indicate whether young children are
able to identify the main idea. Some developmental
differences have been found in recall studies asking
students to list first, second, and third most important
things in the story (Stein & Glenn, 1978). First graders
rated consequences of actions more often while fifth
graders focussed more on the goals of characters in the
story as most important. What we may be seeing here is a
developmental difference between a child's and adult s
"conception of main idea" (Stein & Glenn, 1978, p. 15) or
rather a developmental difference in "main idea schema".
McConaughy (1978) has used children's and adult’s
summaries of stories to suggest a developmental difference
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in story schema between the two. Whereas adults appear to
have a more hierarchially organized schema focusing on the
major goal or motivation of the main character, children's
schema is more focused on the sequence of events.
Research has shown that story structure is well-
developed and ingrained in young children and there is even
some evidence that children try to impose their story
schema on new and unfamiliar discourse types. Freedle &
Hale (1979) found that by presenting children first with a
narrative text followed by an expository text structurally
similar to the categories specified in story grammars,
they were able to facilitate their recall. In a study
done by Tierney, Bridge and Cera (1978/1979), children's
recall of non-narrative text often took a narrative form
and included such categories as setting, plot and resolution.
However, one should caution against assuming that children
will automatically develop non-story structures or that
narrative story structure is a prerequisite to the
development of those structures. Statements suggesting
that the use of structure strategy for various discourse
types may progress in a particular sequence (Meyer,
Brandt
& Bluth, 1980) are simply not yet substantiated by
the
research, or necessarily supported by the theory.
A
developmental progression from story to non-story
structures cannot be assumed; one needs to
consider the
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sources of non-story structure in light of sources of story
structure development (i.e. books, television, play).
Story structure is helpful insofar as it gives children an
initial framework to work from as well as a mental set for
the organization of ideas and events, but it cannot be
held responsible for total parenting of the new discourse
structures nor seen as a necessary prerequisite.
Of particular interest to this study is whether
children are sensitive to text structure for non-story
materials. What evidence is there for its use? Are there
studies which demonstrate developmental patterns across
ages and/or differentiate between good and poor readers?
If so, do these studies consider the sources of these
patterns or ability differences?
A review of the research indicates that the con-
clusions are limited, often contradictory and difficult to
compare. While some subjects listened to expository
texts, others read short passages; different studies used
different types of non-story texts, and age groups and
measures of comprehension varied. Waters (1978) found
third and sixth graders to be sensitive to superordinate
and subordinate ideas when listening to non-story passages.
Third and sixth graders recalled more of the superordinate
ideas but there were no developmental differences.
Danner
(1976), on the other hand, found developmental
differences
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in second, fourth and sixth graders' sensitivity to text
organization when listening to a non-story text. Using an
expository text (non-story text) on dinosaurs, Tierney,
Bridge and Cera (1978/1979) assessed good and poor third
grade readers' abilities to recall information and their
sensitivity to structure. Although the good readers re-
called more than the poorer readers, "These data suggest
that for this specific passage, conditions, and subjects,
there was little or no relationship between the students'
recall of items and their level of propositional im-
portance." (Tierney, et.al., 1978/1979, p. 562). This
study supports the notion that third graders are not
sensitive to text structure and that there are no
differences between good and poor readers. Meyer's study
(1977) using high, medium and low ability sixth graders
in a listening task found that good readers comprehend
more; but all three groups were equally sensitive to text
structure. The topic of their selection was parakeets.
In a later study, Meyer, Brandt and Bluth (1980) found
somewhat different results. Ninth grade students grouped
according to their comprehension ability read texts of
problem/solution or comparison structures. Here there was
strong evidence linking comprehension skills and use of
top-level structure in text . Most good comprehenders used
top-level structure to organize their recall and recalled
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more than poor comprehenders who did not use this structure
for their responses. Finally, Taylor (1980) compared the
immediate and delayed recall of good and poor sixth grade
readers and good fourth grade readers. Sixth grade good
readers recalled more than sixth grade poor and fourth
grade good readers in the delayed recall. Their use of
top-level structures appeared to be helpful in increasing
their recall. The benefit of using top-level structures
is also evident in comparing the use or non-use of these
structures between sixth grade good and poor readers in
delayed recall. When sixth grade poor readers did use
top level structures they recalled as much information as
the six grade good readers who also used this organiza-
tional pattern. Likewise sixth grade good readers who
did not use these structures did as poorly as their sixth
grade poor reader counterparts.
Analysis of Empirical Evidence .
The proposed study is based on a schematic
theoretical perspective of reading comprehension. The re-
view of the literature first presented a general overview
of this theory followed by a discussion of empirical
evidence, with emphasis placed on structure schema in
adults and children. Results showed the following: first
that subjects appeared to work from a structure schemata
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framework; second, that they were sensitive to top level
structures; and, third, that age and ability differences
might be variables in the use of these schemata. Evidence
supports the notion of structure schemata in adults and
children and their sensitivity to top-level structures.
The data for developmental trends is less conclusive and
fails to deal with the potential sources of structure
schema development. Before advocating a particular
developmental progression, we would do better to understand
more clearly non-story structure schema. Previous studies
involving children and non-story (expository) texts are
few and suffer from serious oversights.
Most importantly, background knowledge has not been
controlled for in these studies. Given our understanding
of world knowledge and its influence on comprehension, we
cannot ignore it. Texts dealing with dinosaurs (Tierney,
Bridge and Cera, 1978/1979) or parakeets (Meyer, 1977)
are topics for which subjects have widely varying amounts
of knowledge. Also some of the studies (Meyer, Brandt &
Bluth
,
1980) compare the written recalls of good and poor
comprehen ders . It is difficult to determine whether
results are due to comprehension or writing ability.
Studies (Taylor, 1980; Tierney, et.el., 1978/79; Meyer,
et . al
.
,
1980) comparing performance and reading ability
fail to consider the connections between good readers
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and their use of top-level structures. What allows one
reader to develop this schema and another not? Is a reader
"good” and therefore he/she develops a structure strategy;
or does a reader first have a structure strategy and then
become good? The answer has direct implications for
instruction. If the goal is to make a reader "good" and
then structure-strategy will develop, the materials used
to learn to read will make little difference. Such a
view seems untenable, and yet it is an underlying assumption
of many basal reading programs. Focusing on narrative
stories, they assume that children will develop appropriate
schema for non-story texts.
There is another area of research relevant to this
investigation which has only recently been recognized as
potentially significant. It concerns meta-cognition; its
importance in this study pertains to children's under-
standing or meta-awareness of non-story texts. The scant
research available indicates that a person's knowledge or
awareness of cognitive processes such as comprehension,
memory or knowledge of logical structure, influences his/her
comprehension. There is growing evidence that young
readers are deficient in metacomprehension skills. Baker
and Stein (1978) cite work done by Brown and Smiley that
support similar data collected by Danner. Danner (1976)
had second, fourth, and sixth graders listen to
two
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twelve-sentence non-story passages (one about foxes, the
other about polar bears). After a recall task subjects
were asked to rate the difficulty of the stories and ex-
plain why one might be more difficult to remember. In a
follow-up detection task students were able to look at
the written passages and answer questions to tap their
knowledge of the organizational structure and its relation-
ship to recall. Results showed that "the children's
understanding of passage organization, their detection of
it and their understanding of its potential usefulness for
recall improved with age." (Danner, 1976, p. 179).
In a second study by Canney and Winograd (1979),
young readers' meta-awareness of reading was examined. In
the pilot study done with second, fourth, sixth and eighth
grade high and low comprehenders , it was found that higher
comprehender s were more aware of meaning getting in reading
than lower comprehenders who tended to view reading as
mostly decoding. Canney and Winograd (1979) suggest that
a student's schemata for reading [( i . e . meaning getting vs.
"accurate pronunciation" (Canney & Winograd, 1979, p. 42)]
can be useful to differentiate readers.
The goal of the present study was to examine the
factors of exposure, meta-cognit ive understanding and
attitude in the comprehension of non-narrative texts while
minimizing the effects of prior knowledge and performance
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demands of the comprehension task. The following sections
present the rationale for text selection and justification
of the research methodology.
Discourse Cl ass if icat ion and Analysis
.
No one, as yet, has taken on the task of devising a
system of discourse classification which accurately re-
flects the variety, structure, and intent of non-story
texts. Being able to identify the structures in a par-
ticular passage using an approach such as those developed
by Kintsch (1974) or Meyer (1975) is not the same as being
able to identify a particular discourse type . "Existing
literature purporting to identify discourse types is in-
adequate either because it fails to recognize the variety
of discourse types or because it fails to provide informa-
tion concerning the structural differences between the
various discourse types." (Cunningham, 1977, p. 20).
Brewer's classification system (cited in Cunningham, 1977)
is an example of the former, while Meyer's categorizations
of top level organizational patterns (Meyer, Brandt &
Bluth, 1980) exemplifies the latter. She has identified
five top-level organizational patterns used by authors to
develop main ideas and used by subjects in their recall
protocols. They include: description, antecedent/
consequence, problem/solution, comparison and collection
(Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980). At present there has been
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little work directed towards developing "ideal" text
grammars for various discourse types. Researchers have
used the term "expository" to refer to a wide range of
materials which more accurately should be labeled "non-
story" .
For the purpose of this study, subjects read non-
story descriptive texts. A descriptive text represents an
organizational structure which includes general statements
followed by specific examples (Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980).
For example, Taylor (1980) used a passage about animal
protection. The selection begins with a general statement
that animals protect themselves in many different ways and
then proceeds to describe several possibilities. According
to Meyer the classification of expository discourse types
is related to their "top level rhetorical predicates".
(Meyer, 1977, p. 194); therefore, a descriptive passage is
recognized by its organizational structure and the
relationship of its content at different levels. However,
it would be misleading to assume that descriptive texts
have been analyzed as thoroughly as stories. "Grammars"
for descriptive texts do not exist. This category merely
provides "a description of a particular text passage, not
a particular type of text . . (Cunningham, 1977, p. 8)
Descriptive texts have been chosen for this study because
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of their presence or absence in basal reading programs and
their prevalence in Social Studies textbooks.
It is an unfortunate fact that many of our school
textbooks are poorly written and, when analyzed, fail to
meet criteria of structure, unity and coherence. (Anderson,
Armbruster, Kantor, 1980). Inasmuch as textbooks exhibit
a wide range of quality, the method for selecting
descriptive texts was based on guidelines presented by
Tierney, Mosenthal, and Kantor (1980). These include:
1. "assessing the extent to which the idea units
within a text support certain informational
units." (ideational analysis), (p. 9);
2. assessing the effectiveness of ties (referents
or connectors) for clarity;
3. assessing the organization of ideas within the
passage (structural qualities).
Selection of narrative texts was based on a general
framework for analyzing stories similar to those developed
by Stein and Glenn (1977a) and Rumelhart (1977).
Sentence Verification Technique .
The rationale underlying Sentence Verification
Technique is derived from current research in the field of
reading comprehension. Reading is described as a
language process and comprehension is interactive at all
stages. "Comprehension is a natural extension of the
perceptual process" (Royer & Cunningham, 1981, p. 189),
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and given that visual perception is a constructive process
it is assumed that comprehension is also. During com-
prehension the linguistic message interacts with a reader's
background knowledge and research has shown the significant
role this knowledge plays in comprehension. Royer and
Cunningham (1981) define a minimal principle of reading
comprehension which includes identification of letters and
words (at a "dictionary” level) as well as an interaction
between the linguistic message and the comprehender ' s world
knowledge (encyclopedia entry). The result of this inter-
action is the formation of a representation of the message.
Two implications follow: one, the mental representation of
the message contains more information than the original
message and two, because the incoming message interacts with
a particular individual's prior knowledge, the representation
of the message is variable from person to person. This is
described as representational variability. Under "minimal
comprehension" conditions, the process can break down
because there has been a failure on the part of the reader
either at the lower, dictionary level, or at the level of
interaction with background knowledge. Without sufficient
prior knowledge the reader may be unable "to establish a
stable interpretation of the linguistic message" (Royer &
Cunningham, 1981, p. 200).
A major criticism of standardized reading tests is
their use of inferential questions. Inferential questions
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involve the reasoning abilities of students and in order
to answer correctly, appropriate (i.e. similar to that of
the test constructor) background knowledge is necessary.
Given that reasoning skills and prior knowledge are seen
as components of general ability, present reading tests
are therefore tests of general ability as well as reading
skill. Recognizing that comprehension can never totally
exclude the influence of prior knowledge or inferential
reasoning on comprehension, they conclude that a better
measure of comprehension is one that would, however , be
"less sensitive to the influence of reasoning ability and
prior knowledge". (Royer & Cunningham, 1981, p. 207).
Sentence Verification is designed to limit the number of
cognitive manipulations a reader must make on the incoming
linguistic message. By removing "items that require the
conscious search of existing memory and the integration
of the results of that search with something that has
recently been read" (Royer & Cunningham, 1981, p. 212),
the effects of background knowledge and reasoning are
reduced. It also minimizes the "penalty" for representa-
tional variability between the test taker and test writei
.
Sentence Verification Technique is sensitive to the form
of memory representation but not to the operations on that
representation. A more accurate assessment of reading
comprehension can be gained from a test which examines the
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gist of information represented in memory. Also this
approach would be particularly useful with children, whose
background knowledge is already limited (especially for
non-story materials) and for whom inferential reasoning
then becomes an even more burdensome task.
Specific procedures for this technique include
developing four versions for each sentence in the text
passage. Sentence (1) is the original sentence from the
passage. Sentence (2) is a paraphrase of the original
sentence. Sentence (3) contains a meaning change from
the original sentence, and Sentence (4) is a distractor
sentence. The sentence is consistent with the theme of
the passage but not stated in the text.
The student is asked to read a selection consisting
of sixteen sentences and then, on a separate answer sheet,
respond to a set of sixteen test sentences as either "new"
or "old" information. Sentences ( 1 ) and (2) should be
marked as "old" since they represent information that was
read in the passage; Sentences (3) and (4) are to be
marked as "new", as they refer to information that was
not in the text. Using a signal detection analysis it is
then possible to derive a d' score, a score separating
response bias from response accuracy, for each passage.
In two studies done with fifth and sixth graders
and
fourth and sixth graders (Royer, et.al., 1979),
sentence
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verification technique was shown to be sensitive to read-
ing difficulty of text. Correlations were made between
proportion of correct answers and d' scores from sentence
verification tests and reading comprehension scores from
the Iowa Test of Educational Development (ITED) and the
Short Test of Educational Ability (tests general ability).
Results showed that there was a higher correlation between
sentence verification scores and ITED than between
sentence verification scores and those of the ability
test; while the correlation between ITED scores and the
ability scores remained high. This may indicate that
sentence verification is less sensitive to general
ability
.
Sentence Verification Technique was chosen as the
measure of reading comprehension for this investigation.
Although relatively new, it is theoretically defensible,
and empirical studies are promising. This technique
seemed well suited to the limitations in this study
relating to sample size and population. The sample
population was large, making recall measures administra-
tively difficult. Also, subjects were young, and several
extraneous factors could contribute to their performance.
Recall is not a task with which young children have a
great deal of experience, and results from written
recalls
are confounded by students' writing ability. Moreover,
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recall tests suffer from response bias: subjects may
understand something but fail to recall it. Likewise,
coding recall protocols can be difficult and subject to
bias
.
In conclusion, this study proposed to look at
differences in the amount of formal/informal exposure
students had to non-story material as well as differences
in understanding of and attitude towards this discourse
type in general and the effect of these differences on
comprehension. Descriptive passages were chosen because
they most clearly parallel the materials presented in
children's Social Studies and Science textbooks. A
subject's performance on the descriptive test was viewed
in relationship to his/her ability to comprehend story
texts as measured by the narrative test. Given our
understanding of schema theory and recent related research,
it was hypothesized that these factors would have a
significant influence on subjects' reading comprehension.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
.
Chapter Three presents a detailed description of the
research methodology used in this study. The discussion
is focussed on four specific areas: sample selection,
instrumentation, procedures and research design. Included
in the discussion of sample selection is a rationale for
subject grouping. Two instruments were designed for use in
this study, a questionnaire to assess subjects' informal
exposure to, understanding of and attitude towards non-
fiction and a Sentence Verification Test of Reading
Comprehension. The questionnaire is described in terms of
its goals, its development and procedures used in coding
subjects' answers. The discussion on the reading test
focusses on passage selection, development of the test and
scoring procedures. Finally specific data collecting and
research design procedures are presented.
Sample .
Forty-one (41) third graders participated in this
study, nineteen (19) girls and twenty-two (22) boys. Sub-
jects were drawn from two schools located within the
Northampton School District in Massachusetts because of
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their similarity in socio-economic background and
differences in their formal basal reading systems. Per-
mission to conduct this study was obtained from the
Superintendent of Northampton Public Schools, the
principals of both Florence Grammar School and Ryan Road
Elementary School as well as the third grade classroom
teachers. Permission slips were sent home to the parents
of children in two third grade classrooms at each school.
Children who were willing to participate and whose parents
gave written permission comprised the subject population.
Students at Florence Grammar School use two basal
reading programs, the READ Series (1971), published by
American Book Company and Ginn 360 (1973), published by
Ginn and Company, which focus almost exclusively on story
material (more than 97 percent). Ryan Road Elementary
School uses Reading Unlimited (1976), Scott, Foresman and
Company, which contains approximately twenty percent non-
story material, and descriptive material in particular.
They also use Ginn 360 for their weaker readers. An
examination of workbook materials used in conjunction with
the basal readers shows similar proportions of story and
non-story materials being presented. Students in both
schools use the same textbooks for all other subjects and
content material, such as in Social Studies and Science,
is set by a city-wide curriculum committee.
4 1
In order to test the hypotheses, subjects' responses
were grouped at different times according to their basal
reading experiences—either expository or narrative— their
sex, and reading ability as assessed by their teachers.
In order to determine which basal reading group a subject
fell into records were also obtained for grades one and
two. On the basis of present and past formal reading
experiences, five subjects from the predominantly
expository school were classified as belonging to the
narrative basal reading group (NBG), and one subject from
the narrative school was placed in the expository basal
reading group ( EBG) . The final basal reading groups
consisted of eighteen (18) subjects in EBG and twenty-three
(23) subjects in NBG. The breakdown by school was nineteen
(19) from the narrative school and twenty-two (22) from
the expository school. Data were originally obtained for
forty-four (44) subjects; however, the behavior of three
subjects at the time of testing was judged to warrant the
exclusion of their data from the study.
Instrumentation .
Questionnaire . The questionnaire was designed to
measure a subject's exposure to and general knowledge
about non-fiction. Three areas were selected for
questioning: Attitude, Exposure and Understanding. The
Index of Non-fiction Background ( INFB ) assessed Attitude
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in terms of a subject's preference for informational
materials and the value placed on them. Exposure looked
at the extent to which a subject was exposed to information
primarily outside the school setting. Finally, Under-
standing examined more specifically what students knew
about the differences between fiction and non-fiction in
terms of content, purpose and reading strategy.
Careful attention was paid to the development of the
questionnaire. Several (four) preliminary versions were
tested and modifications were made, primarily dealing with
the wording and sequencing of questions. Ambiguous
questions were changed; the order of questions rearranged
so as not to bias the respondent, and new questions added
that more directly tapped the kind of information being
sought
.
Part of the questionnaire included answering questions
about book titles. Nine mock book covers were drawn up,
all similar except with regard to their titles. Care was
taken to choose titles that would appeal to both sexes.
A final version of the questionnaire (INFB) and book covers
can be found in Appendices A and B, respectively.
Prior to coding subjects' responses, the investigator
assigned points based on the weighted value of the specific
questions (Appendix C). The questionnaire had a total
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value of eighty points: thirty for Exposure, thirty for
Understanding, and twenty for Attitude.
Several precautions were taken to ensure the
accurate and consistent coding of questions. All
questionnaires were randomly shuffled and reassigned a
code number which was not visible to the coder at the time
of coding. Each set of questions (Exposure, Understanding
and Attitude) was coded separately and in one sitting.
Preliminary coding involved taking random questionnaires,
coding several, then recoding for accuracy. The final
coding did not begin until the investigator was consistent
to within one point of a subject's total response score.
Additional spot rechecking was done during the final
coding to ensure that consistency was maintained.
Reading Comprehension Test . A total of four passages,
two narrative and two descriptive, were selected for
subjects to read. The two narrative passages were taken
from The Contemporary Classroom Reading Inventory (Rinsky
and deFossard, 1980), the two descriptive passages came
from third and fourth grade Social Studies textbooks
published by Scott Foresman (Jantz, R.K., 1979;
Parramore, B.M. and D. Amelio, 1979). Care was taken to
use materials that were not being used or available in the
Northampton School District
.
Guidelines for passage selection focussed on content.
,
cohesion and overall structure. Both stories matched
closely a general framework lor story structure outlined
by Stein and Glenn (1977a) including: setting, initiating
event, internal response, one or two attempt statements,
consequence and reaction. One story related the legend of
how the possum got its hairless tail and the other told of
what happened to John when he took a job as a gorilla at
a zoo. Selection of descriptive passages was guided by
criteria suggested by Tierney, Mosenthal and Kantor (1980):
The passage should provide information for which supportive
ideas are included, referents and connectors should be
clearly understood, and the organization of ideas should
be well structured. This study also stipulated that the
passage be descriptive in nature, i.e., represent an
organizational structure which includes general statements
followed by specific examples. The task of finding
materials in current Social Studies textbooks which met
the above criteria was not easy. It was considered
important to try to equalize possible differences in the
background knowledge of subjects; therefore, passages
dealing with such topics as the American people, cities,
computers or animals were eliminated. Two passages were
selected: one dealing with the importance of the Nile
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River, the other describing ancient houses discovered in
Central Turkey.
The four passages were evaluated in terms of reading
difficulty. According to the Harris-Jacobson readability
formula used by Rinsky and deFossard (1980), the combined
readability level for the narrative passages is 3.97. In
their validity section they discuss three other readability
formulae: Fry, Dale-Chall and Spache. They reject the
Fry formula on grounds that grade levels tend to be
inflated and the Dale-Chall Word List, originally compiled
in 1948, as outdated. For reasons relating to the grade
range of materials presented they choose to use the
Harris-Jacobson formula although they found the Spache
quite acceptable at the lower levels , "a very high
correlation exists between the two" (Rinsky and deFossard,
1980, p. 153). Depending upon which readability formula
is applied, Spache or Harris-Jacobson, there is a .86 or
.5 difference in the difficulty level of narrative and
descriptive passages (Appendix D). The usefulness and
preciseness of readability formulae is quite controversial
(Kintsch and Vipond, 1978; Davison et.al., 1980). Recent
research has done much to point out their shortcomings.
The use of readability formulae in this study was
to
obtain a general indication of reading difficulty
.
Although some power is theoretically lost in
comparing
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performance on the two text types where the descriptive
passages are slightly more difficult than the narrative,
there is an added gain in reflecting reality. It was
decided to use actual materials used in schools and from
which students are supposed to learn.
Procedures outlined by Royer and Cunningham (1981)
were used to develop test questions for the passages.
Passages were sixteen sentences in length. Additionally,
three more sentences were developed for each of the
original 16 sentences; one, a paraphrase of the original
sentence in which sentence length and word difficulty
were maintained; two, a meaning change sentence in which
one word in the sentence was changed thus altering the
meaning of the entire sentence; and three, a distractor
sentence which did not appear in the original passage but
which was in keeping with the theme of the selection. One
sentence was selected randomly from each set of four
sentences. In order to control for short term memory
interference the first eight (8) sentences in the passage
were tested first. Subjects answered the same test
questions in the same sequence for each passage but
passages were arranged randomly alternating between
narrative and descriptive passages. Test instructions and
sample questions, prepared and researched by J. Royer and
R. Hambleton, were used to train subjects for the test
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format. Both test and test instructions were pilot tested
with a few students from another school prior to the actual
testing (Appendix E). Subjects were asked to read a
passage through carefully twice and then respond to a set
of sixteen sentences without referring to the selection.
Sentences that were paraphrases or actual sentences from
the original text were marked "old" information. Sentences
that contained information different from or not mentioned
in the original text were marked "new" information.
Subjects repeated this process for the four test passages.
Individual test scores were obtained for each of the
passages. Students' performances on the passages of
similar discourse types showed similar patterns, and it
was therefore decided to sum across passage type and
derive one score for narrative performance and one score
for descriptive performance. It was then possible to
calculate d' scores for narrative and descriptive scores.
A d’ score (Royer, Hastings & Hook, 1979) is a measure
of correct response but it eliminates criterion
differences among subjects. Criterion differences can be
seen as the individual judgments subjects use in deciding
when to mark information "old" or "new". One subject may
respond "new" when he/she has any sense that the information
is new while another subject's criterion for marking "new"
might be only when he/she is almost certain that the
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information is new. A d' score can be compared to a z
score; it will give an indication of how likely a student's
performance is due to chance or accuracy. All statistical
analyses in this study used d' scores.
Procedures
.
Data for this study were collected during a two-week
period in late May 1981. Interview and test data were
gathered first at Florence Grammar School and then at Ryan
Road Elementary School. Subjects participating in the
study were informed as a group as to the tasks they would
be asked to perform and the purposes of the study. Each
child was interviewed individually by the investigator in
a room separate from his/her classroom. Before questioning
began the investigator assigned each child a secret number,
explained once more what his/her task would be, and
emphasized that there were no right or wrong answers. Oral
responses were written down as well as taped. Each inter-
view lasted approximately twenty minutes; interviewing at
each school took two days.
The day following the completion of all interviewing,
subjects took their reading comprehension test. Testing
took place during the early morning in one of the
participating classrooms. Subjects were first trained in
testing procedures. The classroom teacher was present and
helped the investigator make sure that all students
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understood the instructions. No student was allowed to
take the test who was unable to understand the instructions.
Students were instructed both orally and on the test to
read each passage twice. Training students took
approximately 20-30 minutes and most students had completed
the test after an additional forty minutes had lapsed.
Research Design .
Analysis of Test Score Data
.
Analyses of Variance
using repeated measures were used to analyze test score
data in relationship to basal reading experience, sex and
reading ability. The independent variables were test
type and subject grouping (basal reading group, sex, read-
ing ability); the dependent variables were test scores.
Because test scores were from correlated samples it was
necessary to use an analysis which took into account the
repeated measures. All statistical analysis used a d'
score for test performance. Basal reading experience, sex
and reading ability were between-subject factors and test
performance a wi thin-subject factor. The following null
hypotheses were tested:
There is no significant difference between the two
basal reading groups' scores for narrative and
descriptive at the (.05) alpha level.
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There is no significant difference between boys'
and girls' scores for narrative and descriptive test
performance at the (.05) alpha level.
There is no significant difference among subjects'
reading ability and narrative and descriptive test
performance at the (.05) alpha level.
Analysis of Questionnaire and Test Score Data . Sub-
jects' responses to the separate questionnaire categories
(informal exposure, attitude and understanding of non-
story materials) were assigned numerical values. Bivariate
correlation analysis was used to determine the relationship
between the variables included within test and questionnaire
results. Pearson Correlation procedures were used to
compute Pearson product moment correlation coefficients for
pairs of interval-level variables.
Analysis of Questionnaire, School and Basal Reading
Experience Data . One-way analyses of variance procedures
were used to analyze the relationship between questionnaire
data and basal reading experience and questionnaire data
and school. Basal reading experience and school were the
independent variables, questionnaire scores were the
dependent variable. The following null hypotheses were
tested
:
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There is no significant difference between the
two basal reading groups' scores on the questionnaire
at the (.05) alpha level.
There is no significant difference between the two
schools' scores on the questionnaire at the (.05)
alpha level.
Limitations
.
Children's comprehension of non-story texts is an
important but relatively new area for research. This study
should be viewed as a pilot study which attempts to
investigate some broad factors within a necessarily complex
context. Therefore the limitations in this study are due
in part to issues of sample size and text selection as well
as the present state of the research. It is hoped that
research such as this can be used to identify areas that
can later be investigated with more precision.
Specific limitations are:
1. The size of the sample limits the generalizability
of results. There were forty-one (41) subjects
with approximately 20 subjects in each
experimental group.
2. The number of sample texts students read was small
and limited to non-story descriptive tests; thus,
results cannot be generalized to all descriptive
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or other non-story texts. It is also possible
that the texts chosen are not representative of
textbooks in general, thus making generalizations
about students' ability to read textbooks not
possible
.
3. It is possible that something other than exposure
to and/or attitude towards or understanding of
non-story materials is responsible for the
relationship between these factors and compre-
hension. Unexamined factors which could contribute
to performance variance include: subject's
interest and motivation, conceptual difficulty of
the passage, and instructional differences. How-
ever, it should be noted that subject matter
taught is the same for all classes in a particular
grade throughout the school system, and teaching
styles are more similar than disparate.
4. Use of the sentence-verification technique as a
measure of comprehension is a limitation because
of its relative newness. There has not been
enough time yet for it to have been used widely
in the research. However its theoretical base is
defensible and pilot studies have shown it to be
sensitive to text difficulty.
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5. Students read two descriptive passages of
sixteen sentences only. Length is a limitation
when trying to generalize to more natural reading
assignments of greater length; however every
effort was made to select well-organized,
coherent passages which represent whole texts.
6. Rigorous explication of schemata do not exist.
Also a well-developed classification system for
discourse types is not available nor is there an
empirically researched grammar for descriptive
texts
.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Introduction
.
This study investigated factors affecting the compre-
hension of descriptive text materials by third graders.
Students from two schools were grouped according to their
formal basal reading experience, administered an oral
questionnaire dealing with their informal Exposure to,
Understanding of and Attitude towards non-fiction and then
tested for their comprehension of two narrative and two
descriptive passages.
In Chapter Three several research questions were posed
and hypothesized. The research design for hypothesized
questions called for analysis of variance including repeated
measures and one-way analysis of variance. Non-hypothesized
questions used Pearson Correlation procedures. Finally a
more qualitative approach was used to analyze the question-
naire data as a whole. Accordingly, the results section has
been organized along similar lines. Hypotheses Ho : 1 , Ho :
2
and Ho: 3 analyze the relationship of test performance with
reading series, sex and reading ability, followed by an
examination of the relationship between test performance and
questionnaire results. Finally, Ho:4 and Ho : 5 deal with
54
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questionnaire results, school and reading series. Following
this analysis of hypothesized and non-hypothesized findings
is a discussion of the results, and then a presentation and
analysis of the qualitative data.
Statistical Analyses
.
Hypothesis 1 . There is no statistically significant
difference between the two basal reading groups' scores
for descriptive and narrative tests.
The means and standard deviations for the two groups on
the two reading tests are reported in Table 1. These means
are based on sixty-four (64) responses to test sentences
(32 for narrative test, 32 for descriptive test) for each
individual. The narrative basal reading group (NBG) con-
tained twenty-three (23) subjects; the expository reading
group (EBG) contained eighteen (18) subjects. Mean scores
for the narrative test are 2.05 (NBG) and 2.54 (EBG); mean
scores for the descriptive test are 1.30 (NBG) and 1.42
(EBG). EBG performed only slightly better on the descrip-
tive test, while mean scores are higher for both the EBG and
NBG on the narrative test than on the descriptive test.
Standard deviation scores are greater for the narrative
test for both EBG (1.29) and NBG (1.13) than for the
descriptive test (.50 and .74 respectively). The range of
scores for the narrative test is greater in comparison with
the descriptive test reflecting more variability in subjects'
performance on the narrative test.
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The analysis used to test the first hypothesis was
a repeated measures analysis of variance on the dependent
variable of test scores. A summary of the ANOVA data is
presented in Table 2. A single d' score was calculated
for the narrative and descriptive tests each. The d’ scores
were analyzed using a 2(basal reading group, narrative or
expository) x 2(test material, narrative or descriptive)
analysis of variance with basal reading group a between
subject factor and test material a within subject factor.
The analysis of variance for test scores indicates that
basal reading group is not a significant source of variance,
F (1,39) = 1.42, p> .05; however, ANOVA mean test scores
indicate that the test material is a significant source of
variance, F (1,39) = 30.02, p<.01. The existence of
possible interaction between basal reading groups and test
performance was also studied. ANOVA results indicate that
a subject's grouping does not significantly interact with
the level of descriptive or narrative test performance,
F (1,39) = 1.17, p> .05.
Additional Analysis Hypothesis 1 . Given that
no significant main effect for basal reading group was
found, it was decided to examine more closely individ-
ual scores. Subjects within groups were divided, based
on test performance, into three performance groups,
high, middle and low. The range of scores was
0.0 - 1.0 (d' score) for the low group; 1.0 - 2.0
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Table 2
Summary of ANOVA Data on Basal Reading Groups and
Test Performance
Source of
Variance df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Square F P
Main Effects
School 1 1.82 1.82 1.42 N.S.
Test 1 17.73 17.73 30.02 p< .01
Error 39 40.85 1.28
Interact ion
School Test 1 .69 .69 1.17 N.S.
Error 39 23.03 59
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(
d
’ score) for the middle group; and 2.0 - 3.0 ( d ' score)
for the high groups. (See Appendix F for relevant distribu-
tion curve.) Numbers within groups were then translated
into percentages of the total group number. These data are
reported in Table 3. While percentages for the narrative
tests for EBG and NBG are roughly equivalent (38.8, 50.0,
11.1 and 39.0, 47.8, 13.0 respectively), the same pattern
is not reflected in the distribution of descriptive test
scores. Forty-eight (47.8) percent of the subjects in NBG
fall into the low group compared to 22.2 percent in EBG.
Most students (66.7 percent) in the EBG fall into the
middle group; overall, the EBG distributions for narrative
and descriptive test scores are similar; however, NBG has
more students in the low and high groups compared to their
narrative figures. Chi square distribution was used to
determine whether there were significant differences in the
way subjects were distributed on descriptive test perfor-
mance as a function of their grouping. Significant
2
differences were found for all three groups: low - X (ldf)
= 9.24, p < .01; middle - X
2 (ldf) =22.9, v < .001; and
high - X2 (ldf) =8.96, p < .01. One possible explanation
is that formal exposure to non-fiction by EBG has helped
potentially low students do better than they might have
done without such experience. An explanation of EBG's 11.1
percent and NBG’s 30.4 percent for the high group is better
60
Table 3
Percentages of Subjects (Expository Basal Reading
Group and Narrative Basal Reading Group)
Falling into Categories of High, Middle and
Low Performance on Tests
TEST
Narrative
Low Middle High
Descript ive
Low Middle High
GROUP
Exposi- 38.8 50.0 11.1 22.2 66.7 11.1
tory
Basal
Reading
Group
(18)
Narra- 39.0 47.8 13.0 47.8 21.7 30.4
t ive
Basal
Reading
Group
(23)
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understood in relationship to differences found to exist
between schools. All members of NBG falling into the high
category attend the narrative school in which Understanding
and informal Exposure were found to differ significantly
from the expository school. (See Questionnaire, School and
Reading Series.)
It is possible that a proficient reader who also scores
high in Understanding and Exposure is able to do better on
the descriptive texts than proficient readers who do not
do as well in those questionnaire categories.
Hypothesis 2
. There is no statistically significant
difference between male and female scores for
narrative and descriptive data.
The means and standard deviations for the two groups
on the two reading tests are reported in Table 4. These
means are based on sixty-four (64) responses to test
sentences (32 narrative, 32 descriptive) for each individual.
There are twenty-two (22) male subjects and nineteen (19)
female subjects. Mean scores for the narrative test are
2.29 (male) and 2.25 (female); mean scores for the de-
scriptive test are 1.44 (male) and 1.25 (female). Boys
performed only slightly better on the descriptive test
while mean scores are substantially higher on the narrative
test than the descriptive test for both groups. Standard
deviation scores are greater for the narrative test for
both boys and girls (1.34 and 1 . 09 respectively) than for
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the descriptive test (.68 and .60 respectively). Again,
this shows a wider range of scores for narrative compared
v/ith descriptive materials with some boys and girls doing
considerably better on the narrative test. Performance
level for boys and girls is more variable on narrative
materials than descriptive materials while their skills
(or lack of) for reading descriptive materials are more
homogeneous
.
The analysis used to test the second hypothesis was a
repeated measures analysis of variance on the dependent
variable of test scores. A summary of ANOVA data is
presented in Table 5. A single d' score was calculated
for the narrative and descriptive tests each. The d'
scores were analyzed using a 2(sex, male or female) x 2(test
material, narrative or descriptive) analysis of variance
with sex a between subject factor and test material a
within subject factor. The ANOVA for test scores indicates
that sex is not a significant source of variance, F (1,39)
=
.20, p > .05. No main effect for sex was found; however,
the ANOVA results indicate that test material is a sig-
nificant source of variance, F (1,39) = 28.49, p < .01.
This finding is consistent with test score data analyzed in
relation to basal reading groups. It is evident that
grouping, either according to sex or basal reader does not
produce significant differences but that test performance is
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Table 5
Summary of ANOVA Data on Sex and
Test Performance
Source of
Variance df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Square F P
Main Effects
Sex 1 .26 .26 .20 N.S.
Test 1 17.25 17.25 28.49 p* .01
Error 39 51.41 1.32
Interact ion
Sex Test 1 .11 .11 .18 N.S.
Error 39 23.61 .61
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a significant difference across grouping. The existence of
possible interaction between sex and test performance was
studied. The ANOVA results indicate that a subject's sex
does not significantly interact with his/her level of per-
formance on the narrative or descriptive tests, F (1,39) =
. 18
, p > . 05
.
Additional Analysis Hypothesis 2
. Given that no
significant main effect was found for sex, further analysis
of individual scores was performed. Subjects, grouped
according to sex, were divided into three test performance
groups. The range of scores was 0.0 - 1.0 (d'score) for the
low group; 1.0 - 2.0 (
d
T score) for the middle group; and
2.0 - 3.0 (
d
T score) for the high group. (See Appendix G
for relevant distribution curve.) Numbers within groups
were then translated into percentages of the total group
number. This data is reported in Table 6. Percentages for
the narrative test for males and females follow the same
pattern: more subjects fall into the middle group (45.4 and
52.6 percent respectively). A substantial percentage are in
the low group (40.9 and 36.8 percent respectively) with the
smallest percentage in the high group (13.6 and 10.5 per-
cent respectively). These figures are comparable to the
percentage breakdown for narrative test according to basal
reading group. The data for the descriptive test are quite
different. Boys appear to be distributed rather evenly
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Table 6
Percentages of Subjects (Male, Female) Fallinginto Categories of High, Middle and
Low Performance on Tests
TEST
Narrative Descriptive
Middle High Low Middle High
GROUP
Males
( 22 ) 40-9 45.4 13.6 31.8 36.3 31.8
Females
( 19 ) 36.8 52.6 10.5 42.1 47.3 10.5
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among the three groups (31.8, 36.3 and 31.8) while only
10.5 percent of the girls score well enough to be in the
high group. Forty- two percent are in the low group and
forty-seven percent are in the middle group. A larger
percentage of boys perform better on the descriptive test.
Six of the seven boys in the high category are part of NBG
and attend the narrative school. These same six boys score
quite high on their Understanding of non-fiction. The mean
score for Understanding for males scoring above 2.00 (d'
score) on descriptive is 26.43 (27.0 for girls). The mean
score for Understanding for males scoring less than 2.00
(d' score) on descriptive is 18.53. A t distribution for
independent samples was used to determine whether Under-
standing scores were significantly different between boys
in the high category in comparison with: one, boys in
middle and low groups and two, girls in middle and low
groups. Both groups were found to differ significantly at
the (.01) alpha level. Chi square distribution procedures
were also used to determine whether there were significant
differences in the way subjects were distributed on de-
scriptive test performance as a function of sex. A
significant difference at the (.01) alpha level was found to
2
exist between boys and girls in the high category (X (ldf)
= 10.72, p < .01)
.
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Inasmuch as descriptive scores are found to correlate
significantly with Understanding of non-fiction (see
Analysis of Questionnaire and Test Score Data) it may be
that this understanding is contributing to the more success-
ful performance of those boys who did well. These data,
however, do not provide any explanation as to the causes
of this difference.
HyP°thesis 3 . There is no statistically significant
difference among subjects' reading ability and scores
for narrative and descriptive tests.
I he means and standard deviations for the three groups
on the two reading tests are reported in Table 7. These
means are based on sixty- four (64) responses to test
sentences (32 narrative, 32 descriptive) for each
individual. There are sixteen (16) subjects in the high
reading ability group, sixteen (16) subjects in the middle
group and nine (9) subjects in the low group. Starting
with the high group, mean scores for the narrative test
are 2.95, 1.97 and 1.58; mean scores for the descriptive
test are 1.76, 1.23 and 1.35. Standard deviation scores
are greater for all groups on the narrative test; however,
the standard deviation scores do not vary much within groups
for the various tests. In general, subjects performed better
on the narrative test but with the degree of success
dependent upon reading ability. Overall performance on the
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descriptive test is poor; the high group mean score is only
slightly better than the mean score of the low group on the
narrative test, with the middle group falling below the low
reading ability group's performance. Even the good readers
find the descriptive test quite difficult. It is not clear
at this point whether the difficulty is a result of the test
or a student's reading skill for descriptive text.
The analysis used to test the third hypothesis was a
repeated measures analysis of variance on the dependent
variable of test score. A summary of ANOVA data is presented
in Table 8. A single d' score was calculated for the
narrative and descriptive tests each. The d' scores were
analyzed using a 3 (reading ability, high, middle, low) x
2(test material, narrative or descriptive) analysis of
variance with reading ability a between subject factor and
test material a within subject factor. ANOVA results
indicate that reading ability is a significant source of
variance F (1,39) = 9.57, p< .01. An investigation of mean
test scores also shows test to be a significant source of
variance, F (1,39) = 25.16, p < .01. The existence of
possible interaction between reading ability and test
performance was studied. The analysis of variance indicates
that a subject's reading ability does not significantly
interact with his/her level of test performance, F (1,39) =
.86, p > .05.
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Table 8
Summary of ANOVA Data on Reading Ability and
Test Performance
Source of
Variance df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Square F P
Main Effects
Ability Group 2 17.30 8.65 9.57 p <.01
Test 1 15.03 15.03 25.16 P<r.oi
Error 38 34.36 .90
Interaction
Ability Group
Test 2 1.02 .51 .86 N.S.
Error 38 22.70 .60
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Analysis o f Questionnaire and Test Score Data
. Sub-
jects’ scores for the questionnaire (Index of Non-Fiction
Background) were based on a total of twenty-six (26)
questions: nine (9) dealing with Exposure, ten (10) dealing
with Understanding and seven (7) dealing with Attitude.
There were eighty points possible: thirty points each for
Exposure and Understanding and twenty points for Attitude.
The means and standard deviations for the narrative and
expository schools on the questionnaire categories are
reported in Table 9. The overall means for Exposure,
Understanding and Attitude are 13.53, 19.64 and 11.85
respectively; the overall mean for the questionnaire in
general is 45.02. A comparison between schools shows
subjects attending the narrative school obtaining higher
mean scores for all categories; the mean score on the
questionnaire at the narrative school is 48.32 compared
with 41.71 at the expository school.
Bivariate correlation analysis was used to determine
the relationship between the variables included within
test and questionnaire results. Pearson Correlation pro-
cedures were used to compute Pearson product moment
correlation coefficients for pairs of interval-level
variables. Table 10 lists the variables and their
definitions; Table 11 describes the correlation coeffi-
cients and their respective levels of significance.
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Table 10
List of Variables Used in Pearson
Correlation Procedures
Variable Def init ion
Narrat ive d' score based on subject's per-
formance on the narrative reading
test
Descriptive d' score based on subject's per-
formance on the descriptive
reading test
Exposure score based on subject's responses
to questions dealing with his/her
exposure to information primarily
outside the school setting
Understanding score based on subject's responses
to questions dealing with his/her
knowledge of difference between
fiction and non-fiction in terms of
content, purpose and reading
strategy
Attitude score based on subject's responses
to questions dealing with his/her
preference for informational
materials and the value placed on
them
INFB
(Index of Non-
Fiction Background)
composite score of subject's
exposure, understanding and
attitude scores
INFB - A
( Attitude
)
composite score of subject's
exposure and understanding scores
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Narrative test scores correlate positively with
descriptive test scores (p < .01). This is consistent with
previous findings relating performance to reading ability.
If a student did well on the narrative test it is likely
that s/he did well, relatively speaking, on the descriptive
test. It is interesting to note that narrative test scores
are also significantly correlated with understanding of
non-fiction (p < .01). Schema theorists might account for
this by proposing that a student’s narrative score in some
way reflects his/her understanding of story structure and
the better instantiated that knowledge, the more readily a
reader could begin to be aware of other structures. In
fact, the task subjects performed asked them to make
distinctions between fiction and non-fiction; thus, the
questionnaire not only assessed their Understanding of non-
fiction but fiction as well. The narrative score is not
significantly correlated with the Index of Non-Fiction
Background (INFB): there does not appear to be a sig-
nificant relationship between narrative score and Exposure,
Understanding and Attitude treated as a whole. However,
this interpretation may be heavily influenced by the
Attitude coefficient which shows a negative correlation
between narrative score and Attitude. This negative re-
lationship is not significant (p > .05) and its inclusion
in INFB is misleading. Without Attitude, INFB is positively
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correlated (p < .05). It is not intuitively unreasonable
that narrative performance would be related positively to
the understanding of and exposure to non-fiction but not
related to attitude towards non-fiction.
An analysis of significant correlations with descriptive
scores shows Understanding to be the most positively
correlated, p < .01. There is a strong relationship between
a subject's Understanding of non-fiction and his/her per-
formance on the descriptive test. This correlation is
stronger than what was found between narrative scores and
Understanding, (r =
.36, p ^.01 for narrative versus r =
.40, p < .01 for descriptive). Significant positive
correlations are also found for INFB and INFB-Att itude
.
These findings should be interpreted in light of the
extremely low probability figure for Understanding and non-
significant levels for Exposure and Attitude, although the
significance level for Attitude is close to p < .01.
Certainly the coefficients of correlation between narrative
and descriptive scores are widely disparate for Attitude
and indicate a different relationship; the same is not
found for the coefficients of narrative and descriptive
for Exposure, the coefficients being basically equal.
Exposure to non-fiction material outside the basal reading
series is not a significant predictor of descriptive test
performance, nor is Attitude. However, both Exposure and
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Attitude correlate with Understanding indicating that these
two categories may be necessary but not sufficient conditions
for high reading performance. Further investigation of the
relationships between the INFB shows that the subgroups of
Exposure, Understanding and Attitude are all significantly
correlated. Attitude and Exposure have the highest positive
significant correlation, r =
.54, p < .001 followed by
Attitude and Understanding, r =
.36, p < .05. It is under-
standable that continued and active exposure to informational
settings would generate positive feelings. The relationship
of Exposure and Understanding is r = .26, p < .05.
Analysis of Questionnaire, School and Reading Series.
One-way analysis of variance procedures were used to analyze
the relationships between questionnaire data and reading
series (NGB, EBG) and questionnaire data and school
(narrative, expository). The following two hypotheses were
tested
:
Hypothesis 4: There is no statistically significant
difference between the two basal reading
groups' scores on the questionnaire, Index
of Non-Fiction Background.
Hypothesis 5: There is no statistically significant
difference between the two schools' scores
on the questionnaire, Index of Non-Fiction
Background
.
The independent variables for the above hypotheses
are basal reading group and school with questionnaire scores
the dependent variable. Questionnaire scores are also
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divided into three categories: Exposure, Understanding
and Attitude. The rationale for treating these as a
composite score is based on the significant correlations
existing among the categories. The hypotheses were tested
for subjects' total questionnaire scores as well as for
individual and combined categories. The means for the
dependent variables are presented in Table 12. Numbers of
subjects in each group are: NBG (23); EBG (18); narrative
school (19); and expository school (22).
The analysis of variance for reading series and
questionnaire data supports the null hypothesis Ho:4; basal
reading group is not a significant source of variance on
questionnaire responses, F (1,39) = .774, p > .05. Table
13 lists the levels of significance for the questionnaire
and its categories.
The analysis of variance for school and questionnaire
data supports the null hypothesis Ho : 5 with one exception.
The results indicate that schools differ significantly in
their responses to a combined score for Exposure and Under-
standing, F (1,39) = 4.91, p < .05 (Table 13). The mean
scores for the expository and narrative schools are 30.14
and'36.21 respectively. Subjects attending the narrative
school appear to have greater understanding of non-fiction
and have had greater informal exposure to non-fiction. An
analysis of reading series and a combined Exposure and
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Understanding score does not show significant differences
F (1,39) = i-384, p > .05. Something is happening which
allows subjects at the narrative school to understand non-
fiction better and expose themselves more to informational
situations, but that factor which is responsible is not in
the reading series. Socio-economic background of the two
schools is the same; the currriculum is standardized and
yet narrative school students scored higher on Understanding
and Exposure than those attending the expository school.
One possible explanation is that classroom instruction has
been an influencing factor. In fact, informal observations
made in the classrooms during the time of data collection
support this notion. A majority of subjects at Florence
Grammar School were in a classroom where there were many
non-fiction books spread throughout the room. These were
being used in conjunction with a unit on dinosaurs. It
was also possible to see current newspaper articles pinned
to bulletin boards. Similar kinds of materials were not
evident in the classroom from which most Ryan Road
Elementary School subjects came.
An examination of individual means scores shows the
narrative school with larger means for all categories but
the smallest difference is for Attitude. Attitude seems to
be roughly equivalent across school and reading series, and
to have been affected equally by such factors as school
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environment, reading series or informal Exposure and
Understanding.
This concludes the statistical analysis of the data.
The first set of hypotheses tested, examined the relation-
ship of formal basal reading experience, sex and reading
ability with descriptive test performance. Questionnaire
data and test performance were analyzed in terms of
potential correlational relationships. Finally a second
set of hypotheses looked at differences between groups
(school and basal reading experience) and questionnaire
scores. What follows is a descriptive analysis of the
questionnaire data. A more in depth analysis of the
qualitative data will serve to enrich the statistical
findings
.
Descriptive Analysis
.
Third grade subjects answered a quest ionnaire developed
by the investigator and designed to give a general index
of the prior knowledge and out-of-school experiences with
informational material that a reader may bring to the
reading of non-fiction. In this study, subjects were asked
to respond orally to several questions: nine (9) dealing
with Exposure, ten (10) dealing with Understanding and
seven (7) dealing with Attitude towards non-fiction. Within
one or two days after completing the questionnaire, subjects
took a reading comprehension test and results were analyzed
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to determine the relationships of the various questionnaire
factors and test performance.
There is an inherent difficulty in trying to separate
such factors as Exposure from Attitude from Understanding.
As shown in the significant correlations derived from
Pearson Correlation procedures, the three factors are all
significantly correlated (Table 11). Exposure and Attitude
are most significantly correlated (r =
.
54
, p ^ .001),
followed by Attitude and Understanding (r =
.36, p < .05)
and lastly Exposure and Understanding (r =
.26, p < .05).
Questions of Attitude are particularly complex as, for
example, the question: "Is it important to read fact books?
Why? The question not only asks for a subject's response
to the value of fact books (Attitude) but must also include
an awareness of the purposes of non-fiction (Understanding)
and some experience with the books (Exposure). The question-
naire more clearly separates Exposure from Understanding
in that Exposure includes exposure to not only written
materials but television, radio and personal conversation.
This differentiation shows up in the r = .26, p < .05
correlation between Exposure and Understanding.
In this section the questionnaire data will be
analyzed more qualitatively with the emphasis on determining
general patterns and individual profiles of students scoring
"high" or "low" in a particular area. These descriptive
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results will be useful in combination with the statistical
findings in providing insights into instructional strategies
and areas for future research.
Exposure
. The questionnaire assessed exposure to
informational material outside the classroom. Subjects
were questioned about their uses of printed information
such as magazines that they or their siblings received,
newspapers and cereal boxes; also the number and frequency
of informational television programs they watched
,
their use
of the radio and conversations with friends or parents that
involved "getting information about different things".
Individual Profiles
. A sample profile of a student
"high" in Exposure shows Barbara watching "Those Amazing
Animals" (weekly), "Wild Kingdom" (once a month), the
weather (daily) and "In the News" on Saturdays. In the
newspaper she reads the funnies, looks at pictures (of
horses and a "whale they took a picture of in Florida") and
sometimes looks at the "Pet" listings at the end of the
paper. She does not receive any magazines but does listen
to the news and "stuff about the Pope who was shot on my
birthday". Mr. Brooks, a friend, tells her about horses
and her cousin gives her information about "kicker".
The backs and sides of cereal boxes get read "over and
over again every morning".
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Ted, a third grade boy, gets two magazines: Popcorn
and 3- 2-1 Contact and professes an interest in motorcycles
and guitars. He watches fewer television shows: "Those
Amazing Animals" (a few times) and "Wild Kingdom" (a couple
of times), but does watch the news "all the time" except
when he can play baseball. In response to watching "In
the News
,
Ted answers: "Yes, when I'm watching Channel 3",
and then adds: "That's a way to get kids to find out what's
going on. Most kids think the news is boring." He also
reads things that his father cuts out of the newspaper as
well as sports. His mother "gives me conversation" while
his father talks to him about guitars, space and "most of
the things I like most".
In contrast to these students is Helen who "used to
Sesame Street magazine, does not read any parts of the
newspaper, never hears the news on radio or television, nor
does she know of anyone who gives her information. Some-
times she reads what's written on cereal boxes and says
"on 'Life' there is about Indians", and sometimes she sees
"Those Amazing Animals" on television.
Ron's answers are typical of a "low" Exposure profile
for a boy. He reads the funnies in the newspaper but does
not receive any magazines. He listens to music only on the
radio but does watch the news (daily) and "In the News"
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(every Saturday). He reads everything on cereal boxes,
"front, back, side" and his parents tell him "how not to
get into trouble".
General Analysis. These profiles are representative of the
range between "high" and "low" student responses to the
Exposure items on the questionnaire. They also reflect
some of the general patterns among students as well as
differences between boys and girls as suggested by the data
as a whole. A major source of information for subjects is
television. Regardless of their utilization of other
resources, most students do gain some information via the
programs they watch. Such programs as "Those Amazing
Animals" ( TAA ) , "That’s Incredible" (TI) and "Wild Kingdom"
(WK) are watched quite regularly; however, they are not the
shows subjects voluntarily give when asked to name the
programs they watch. Equally important are news programs
and "In the News" (ITN), a five minute news program shown
Saturday every half hour between cartoon shows on Channel 3.
"In the News" is an interesting case; for some subjects
this is the "time to change the channel", "go upstairs to
do something" or "go get a snack". However, most students
watch it some because it is there and what is on
;
a few
even find it "interesting". Ted's comments above about the
show helping "kids to find out what's going on" shows
insight into the potential of such programs as ITN. Eddie
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does not watch the news ("I hate the news") but does
watch "In the News" saying, "Yes, it's only a short one;
it doesn't take too long."
For students who do not appear to have availed them-
selves of many informational resources, television stands
as an exception. Even those at the "low" extreme are
being exposed to some informational television. It is
unfortunate that so much prime television time is devoted
to story series, and even the quality of such programs as
"Those Amazing Animals" and "That's Incredible" are
questionable with their emphasis on the sensational. Only
one student mentioned watching "Nova", and one other
mentioned Channel 57 (the local public broadcasting
station) and a program "about schools".
There appear to be some broad differences between boys
and girls and the magazines that they get and read. First,
there are slightly more than twice as many girls (9) than
boys (4) who responded "no" to the question regarding
magazines that children in the house received. There are
also differences in the types of magazines available.
Girls tend to have a variety of different magazines:
Sesame Street (2); Tiger Beat (1); World (1); Ranger Rick
( 2 )
,
Real People ( 1 )
;
Good Housekeeping ( 1 ) and Woodworking
(1). One subject said her sisters get "teenage magazines
but they don't really show them to me". There is really
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no strong preference for a certain kind of magazine,
although several of them deal with nature. When asked
which parts they liked best, their responses included:
"stories" (3), "about horses", "cartoons", "animal parts",
"the interviews” and "pictures”.
More often boys listed more than one magazine and
their responses were more content-oriented. A substantial
number of boys (7) receive Boy's Life and World (4), while
other titles include: Cars and Dragsters
, catalogues
("show guns and bikes and all that”), Games
,
Air Progress
,
Life
,
Highlights
,
National Geographic ( 2 ) , Ranger Rick ( 2
)
Mad, Journal and Home Life
. Boys responded to the question
on "best parts” with a variety of answers but their pref-
erences were for the informational sections: "where learn
about planes”, "read things you can buy and recipes”,
"the parts on patches”, "the Cub Scout stuff”, "bikes,
cars”, "I like motorcycles and guitars”, "the camping
part”, "things you can make” and "animals". Preferences
were also given for "stories", "cartoon stuff", "stories
that are funny" and "pictures".
The data do not explain why these differences exist
between boys and girls. One explanation may be the
socialization of girls in this society and the assumption
that certain kinds of information are for boys and men.
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Parents may reinforce this concept by the different
magazines they buy and encourage boys and girls to read.
Approximately one-fourth of all subjects (11) read
no part of the newspaper: 7 girls, 4 boys and one
additional boy who only looks "at pictures". There are
almost twice as many girls not reading the newspaper and
there are six (6) additional subjects (3 girls and 3 boys)
who read only the funnies or comics. Where boys' reading
differs dramatically from girls is in the field of sports;
there are eight (8) boys (no girls), who read either sports
only or sports and comics only. Boys’ interest in sports
results in more newspaper reading. They are at least
becoming familiar with the newspaper and there is the
possibility that this will lead to further reading. It
is unfortunate that girls do not have any such area of
focus that could stimulate more newspaper reading. Two
subjects (one girl and one boy) read "Dear Abby"
,
one girl
reads the "Pet" section at the end of the newspaper and
one boy reads about camping equipment . Boys and girls are
roughly equivalent (11 total) in their reading of articles
related to current events. Some of the events mentioned
include: "parts where people died", "when Pope gets shot",
"burnt down buildings" and "the Atlanta killings"; "shooting
Ronald Reagan" and "Proposition 2J". There seems to be a
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strong interest in action, if not violent, events! One
sub.ject said she read "anything easy for me to read".
Subjects do not use the radio as a source of informa-
tion. Overwhelmingly, they are listening to music. A few
(3) listen to the weather and a few more (9) listen to the
news. Two boys and one girl listen to sports. Other
responses include: "swaps", "game things and when they
inti oduce songs", "advertisements" and "when they say you
win a prize if you call up". They are not being exposed
to the public broadcasting station which sponsors a
variety of informative programs that, while they are not
specifically geared to children, might be of some interest.
Subjects were asked the question: "Do you have a
friend or parent who gives you information about different
things like a teacher does? About what?". Most subjects
(23) responded by naming either one or both parents and
cited school or behavioral topics:
"my mother - about getting full of mud"
"my mother - telling time and spelling"
"my father - how to teach us so we'll learn and my
mother - we have do the dishes"
"my Mom and Dad - how not to get into trouble"
"my Dad - math, spelling, language"
It is not clear from the data whether these students
interpreted the question as asking for more didactic
learning situations than the informal sharing of informa-
tion. Some subjects did, however, cite their parents as
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telling them about "camping", "guitar and space", "how to
plant crops", "explain anything I ask", "the facts of life",
"about babies" and "important news". There is also a
final group of subjects that name peers as their worthy
informants. Boys' responses include:
Eddie — animals he likes and A1 — I like to listen
about bones and dinosaurs'
Scott - TV shows I didn't watch, movies and comics"
"My cousin - motorcycles"
"Johnny - his hobby; cowboys and Indians and Bill
about police"
"Jose - about baseball, basketball and soccer"
Typical responses from girls include:
"Elsie - about animals and how they live in the
wilderness"
"a friend - about kicker"
"Molly - about boys and Beth about Snoopy - that
little puppy dog she goes to see"
"Agnes - about the solar system. She keeps telling
me because I've been sick"
This study does not examine the extent or frequency
with which these exchanges go on. It does reveal that
most subjects name their parents as sources of information
and that this information emphasizes good behavior and
school subjects. The phrasing of the question may have
biased subjects' responses; however , there are other
students who are aware of learning other kinds of things
from their parents and peers. If children's responses
are accurate reflections of reality, an implication is
that for more than fifty percent of the students, teachers
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are the only people providing this kind of "personalized"
instruction. It is indeed a difficult role for any
school to fill.
One final question asked students whether or not they
read "what's written on cereal boxes? What stuff do you
read?" The intention of this question was to determine
whether children were picking up information from other
sources such as products geared to children (i.e. baseball
cards, cereal boxes or game instructions). An overwhelming
thirty-four subjects responded that they read cereal boxes:
yes, anything to send away for, the ingredients"
tell you what's in the box or something on it like
a prize"
"how much protein in it, how much sugar"
"on 'Cheerios' there's a poem, part that tells you
about vitamins"
"yes, how to make stuff out of the cereal, things
you can buy, ingredients"
One explanation of the number of affirmative responses
may have to do with the nature of the product. It is
widely available--it sits on the table morning after
morning and it is there to occupy the other half of a
child's energy not essential to eating. It is there so it
is read. Perhaps this information is more valuable to
market researchers; nevertheless, it speaks well for an
environment well-bathed in print.
Understanding . The questionnaire assessed a subject's
understanding of non-fiction. Students were presented with
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eight mock cardboard book covers, similar except for their
titles, and asked to "put these books into two (2) piles,
putting the ones that seem to 'go together' in the same
The question was deliberately vague regarding the
criteria for deciding which books went together. Students
were then asked to explain their decisions. At a later
point those students who had not made a distinction between
fiction and non-fiction were given another chance:
Some books tell stories and we call them story books.
Some books tell us about facts and give us information.
We call these fact books. Could you put these books
into 2 piles now—one with story books and one with
fact books?
Nine students were successful in their first sorting
task and an additional twenty-three students correctly
separated and labelled the books after further instruction.
There were nine remaining who were still unable to complete
the task successfully.
Students were also shown two sets of book covers
consisting of one fiction and non-fiction title each.
First they were shown Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting and
All About Snakes and asked first, whether either book would
be harder to read and what would make it harder; second,
would they read one book more slowly and why; and third,
whether they thought the authors wrote these books for the
same reason and to explain their answers. Subjects were
then asked the same questions with a second set of titles:
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Computers and How They Work and The Computer that Ate
Cincinnat
i
. A descriptive analysis of their responses
follows a brief profile of individual "high" or "low"
responding subjects. Two other questions related to why
people read non-fiction and what might make them read more
of these books were asked.
Individual Profiles
. Margaret sorted the book titles on
the basis of "fun books" and books "to learn information
from". She chose All About Snakes (AAS) as being more
difficult because of "words, the things you learn from
them" and "they use long and hard words". She felt she
would read All About Snakes more slowly because she might
"have a lot of trouble on the long words" and adds— "I
don't like reading books fast." These books were not
written for the same reasons; All About Snakes is a
"science book" and Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting (JSGV) is
a "fun book". Her answers for the second set of books on
computers parallel her first answers: Computers and How
They Work (CH) is "telling you things you haven't heard
yet" and "the words. . . I get stuck on words and I'd get
interested". Therefore "I'd tend to want to read more
slowly". The books were written for different reasons:
"one is a science book; you are learning". Margaret said
she might read more if "I got to know who wrote them. If I
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really, really liked to read them ... the books I
usually read are story books."
John's first arrangement of books included three
piles—one containing three stories, one containing three
books about animals including Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting
and the last pile which John says "I think they are left
over". He is able to sort the books correctly after being
given further instruction. All About Snakes would be harder
because this one (Jake- the-Snake Goes Visiting
^ would seem
like it's more like a story; not much information. Get
information out of that"( All About Snake s)
.
He would read
All About Snakes more slowly because "it's information".
The authors had different reasons for writing the books;
"This one (Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting) might be fun to
read" and "I get more out of that"
(
All About Snakes ).
Again the criteria for answering questions about the
second set of books is similar: Computers and How They
Work would be harder "just be telling how they work
inside" and "that one's ( The Computer That Ate Cincinnati—
CC), the name is funny". Computers and How They Work
should be read more slowly "if you don't know about
computers you can know how they work if you read it". The
Computer that Ate Cincinnati is different from Computers
and How They Work: "a computer couldn't really eat
Cincinnati, that's more fun" and Computers and How They Work
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is if you don't know about computers". John would read
more non-fiction if "I like the name on the book".
In contrast to the above students whose responses
show a fairly good understanding of non-fiction are Sherry
and Carl. Neither Carl nor Sherry were able to arrange
book titles into story and non-fiction piles even after
being given instruction.
Sherry does not find either set of books as being
harder to read: "they like about the same thing" and
"cause probably by the same author". She would not read
any book more slowly: "No, they might just be about one
thing, the other might be a little different" and "no,
they might not have too hard of words". She shows some
understanding of the difference between All About Snakes
an d Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting saying: "maybe (they)
wanted to make it the same but not exactly the same.
They ( Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting ) might go visiting
someone and the other one might be about plain old snakes
and poisons." She realizes that Computers and How They
Work and The Computer That Ate Cincinnati are not written
for the same purposes but can give no reason other than "I
don’t know". She also cannot offer any suggestions about
what might make her read more non-fiction.
Carl believes that Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting would
oe more difficult because "it's sort of like for big
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grownups or big kids". He would read All About Snakes
more slowly because it "has a little title and it's
easier to read"; Computers and How They Work is "a lot
more easier to read". His explanations for why Jake-the-
S_nake—Goes Visiting and All About Snakes were not written
for the same purpose is because "one book is hard and one
book is easier
. The two computer books have similar
purposes because "they're both computer books. They wrote
about computers". "If I want information I'd read a fact
book" but in answer to another question he adds "I'm
really not looking for any information".
General Analysis
. An analysis of subjects' responses
reveal some interesting patterns with evidence of a
prioritization of factors considered in answering the
questions being related to their level of understanding.
Table 14 lists the four possible answers to the question
regarding difficulty and gives the number of subjects
falling into each group as well as several sample responses.
Responses made by subjects falling into Group One show
subjects equating the books on the basis of a key word
such as "snake" or "computer". If the book titles
contain the same words they are of equal difficulty: "both
hard", "about the same thing". In Group Two, subjects
assess All About Snakes as the more difficult book and cite
such reasons as "All About Snakes has lots of words" and
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Table 14
Question: Do you think one of these books wouldbe harder to read than the other? (What would makethis book harder? or Why do you say 'no'?)
Responses
Number
of
Subjects
Group One* 5
JSGV and AAS
:
equal
CC and CII : equal
Group Two
: 6
AAS more difficult than
JSGV
CC and CH : equal OR CC
more difficult
Typical Reasons Given
JSGV & AAS:
Both about snakes
About the same thing
Same because about
animals
CC & CH:
Both hard
Probably the same
computer
CC:
Has hard words
Has harder words
You can tell by the
last word it's hard
to read
I wouldn't know
"computer" or
"Cincinnati"
Some words are hard like
"computers" and
"Cincinnati"
Group Three: 6
CH more difficult than
CC
JSGV and AAS: equal OR
JSGV more difficult
JSGV & AAS:
The names are about the
same
They look easy
Seems like JSGV has more
to it
JSGV may be longer
because it's a story
10 1
Table 14 (continued)
Group Four:
AAS more difficult
than JSGV
CH more difficult than
CC
Information books arc
harder to read
Sounds serious
It's about some t hinp;
Because it's real
It's hard to explain
about something
CH:
Because CC sounds like
f ict ion
Things I haven't heard
Sounds like adult book
Computer has lots of
wires and stuff
It's the real one
The kind of story
Probably tells about
parts
Long words
Lots of words
Title abbreviations used:
JSGV = Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting
AAS = All About Snakes
CM = Computers and How They Work
CC = The Computer that Ate Cincinnati
24 AAS
:
About more snakes than
JSGV
Words are hard and long
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All About Snakes tells more about snakes". Their
responses still focus on words but in this situation they
are using an understanding of what’s behind those words
m the title to make a judgment. But when it comes to the
computer books they once again zero in on one of the words.
In this case, the word "Cincinnati" is hard so the book
must be hard. They cite The Computer that Ate Cincinnati
as having "hard words" and as one subject points out:
"you can tell by the last word it's hard to read".
At the first level, the same words ("snake", "computer")
signalled equal difficulty. At the next level subjects are
able to distinguish between one set of books indicating a
better understanding of the content of the books. But in
Group Two, for the books on computers, subjects revert to
a word focus (Cincinnati). They are one step ahead of
Group One in that they are no longer lumping books on
computers together on the basis of the word "computer".
They have decided that The Computer that Ate Cincinnati
will be harder because of the word. Their rule of thumb
is— a hard word makes for a hard book; they are not con-
sidering the title as a whole as they did with the "snake"
books
.
Group Three is more difficult to explain. Subjects
have chosen Computers and How They Work as more difficult
and give such reasons as: "harder words", "book for
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grownups", "title makes it look harder", "be complicated,
tell about them and have bigger words". Their answers
are clearly stated and consistent. Their
responses about Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting seem less
focussed and more varied. It is hard to discern a pattern
of responses or a reason why subjects distinguished between
one set of books and not another. It is true that their
responses do not focus on words and only two out of the
six felt both the "snake" books were equal. Part of the
problem may be due to the difficulty of imagining the
content of a fiction book and then by extension determining
that that is the source of a book's being hard. Group
Four responses reflect a greater awareness of content and
less focus on words. The books are hard because they con-
tain "information", are "real", have "things I haven't
heard" or because they "explain things" and "sound serious".
Their responses are similar across both sets of books and
address the issue of content. Twenty-four subjects fall
into this group (i.e. fifty-eight percent of the total
population )
.
The evidence, based on two sets of questions, suggests
that subjects differ in their understanding of factors
contributing to text difficulty. Initially they do not
distinguish between fiction and non-fiction; later on they
make decisions based on word difficulty and finally based
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on content. Clearly further research is necessary to
explore the generalizability of these findings.
Table 15 lists the four possible answers to the
question related to speed and gives the number of subjects
falling into each group as well as several examples of
responses given. With the exception of Group Three,
subjects- reasoning tends to be similar depending upon
their book selection. Reasons given by Group One for
selecting either Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting or The
Computer t hat Ate Cincinnati to read more slowly center
around preference and enjoyment. A book might be "more
interesting", "better", "funny" or even "short".
Subjects are consistent across both sets of books: if
the criteria of interest and enjoyment are used with one
set of books they are also cited as reasons for the
second set. Only three out of a possible total of twelve
responses indicated that a subject would not vary his/her
speed for either book. Group Two subjects feel they would
read All About Snakes more slowly and give such reasons
as: "because it's harder", "words are harder", "has more
words" and "because it's all about snakes". Primarily
they are considering word difficulty as the criteria for
reading more slowly. Their belief that words slow a reader
down is also evident in their reasons for choosing The
Computer that Ate Cincinnati (See Table 15). Four out of
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Table 15
Question: Do you think you would read one kind ofbook more slowly? (What would make you read more
slowly? or Why do you say 'no'?)
Responses
Group One :
AAS & JSGV : equal
speed k CH k CC
:
equal speed; or JSGV
and CC : more slowly
Group Two
:
AAS more slowly than
JSGV
CC more slowly than
CH
Number of
Subjects Typical Reasons Given
6 JSGV or CC:
More interesting
More better
Might be funny
Lot easier to read
Better book
Book is short so I
might take my time
8 CC:
More exciting
Harder
Fatter
Not know the words
Because I like CC
CC have hard words
Group Three: 3
JSGV more slowly than
AAS
CH more slowly than CC
JSGV:
Has more pages
If I need to read fast
I read fast
I don't know why
Group Four: 24
AAS more slowly than
JSGV
CH more slowly than CC
Harder (several
responses
)
Harder words
Books tell you things
Get stuck on words
Tell about computers
Have to pick up stuff
JSGV not real
JSGV words be easier
Because it has more
informat ion
Because it teaches you
Because it's science
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Table 15 (continued)
I like CI1 better
AAS is more interesting
I like animals
AAS more adventures
AAS— I like it more
Title abbreviations used:
JSGV = Jake-the-Snake Goes Vis iting
AAS = All About Snakes - —
CH = Computers and How They Work
cc = The Computer that Ate Cincinnati
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eight respondents give word difficulty explanations: two
decide on the basis of enjoyment, one projects that
Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting is "fatter" and one respondent
can give no explanation. Group Three consists of three
subjects who choose to read Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting
and Computers and How They Work more slowly. Their reasons
for Computers and how They Work include: "because (they)
have more things to talk about", "if I don’t know computers
I can learn", and "so I could learn how to work a computer".
They are concerned about content and use that as a basis
for slowing down. Their answers to the first set of
books do not reflect the same thinking (See Table 15). One
subject gives no reason, one cites number of pages and one
talks about his ability to read faster. Again it is
difficult to place responses to the "snake" books into a
logical pattern. In terms of the computer books the
emphasis is away from preference and enjoyment or hard
words and is more subject matter focussed. Group Four
subjects choose to read the non-fiction books more slowly
and their reasons are for the most part based on word and
content considerations. Eighteen students fall into that
category with the remaining six students citing preference
for books as their criteria for slower reading (Table 15).
It is interesting to note that subjects' preferences in
Group Four are for the non-fiction books while Group One’s
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preference is for fiction. A total of twenty-four students
(fifty-two percent of the total population) fall into
Group Four.
The evidence suggests that subjects consider three
major criteria in deciding whether to read more slowly.
One group uses a preference criterion; claiming to read
books they like better more slowly. In this group
preference is for the fiction books. A second group bases
reading speed on word difficulty (if they have selected
The Computer that Ate Cincinnati ) and content ( if they
have selected Computers and How They Work ) . An explanation
of this pattern may be due in part to the fact that it is
easier to imagine the content of a non-fiction book than a
fiction book. Subjects may not be aware of this but their
answers draw on that knowledge. If a subject has decided
to read Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting more slowly, it is
more difficult to imagine the content and therefore
determine that that is the reason to go more slowly; hence,
the more varied answers for Jake-the-Snake Goes Visiting .
This group's (Group Three) reasons for Computers and How
They Work are content related indicating that subjects
are aware of content in some contexts. They are perhaps
less word conscious than Group Two because they do not
focus in on the word "Cincinnati". A final group (Group
Four) relies primarily on the criteria of content and
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word difficulty. There are also a few students in this
group who consider book preference as did members in
Group One; however, in this instance their preferences
are all for non-fiction. Additional research is necessary
to explore the generalizability of these patterns.
Table 16 lists the four possible answers to the
question dealing with author's purpose and gives the number
of subjects falling into each group as well as several
examples of responses given. Eleven subjects (twenty-
seven percent) feel that the authors wrote both sets of
books for the same reasons. Nine subjects (twenty-two
percent) think one set of books was written for different
reasons and one set for the same reason. Twenty-one
subjects (fifty-one percent) feel that the authors wrote
both sets of books for different reasons
. Reasons given
to justify their answers fall into two categories.
Fiction and non-fiction books are the same because they are
about the same topic: "both about snakes", "both about
computers", "to learn about snakes (computers)". Or the
two types of books are different because of the type or
content of the book: one is a "cartoon", "fiction",
"fake", "fairy", "make-believe" or "fun" book: the other is
"true", "more realistic", "one to learn", "explains",
"gives information", "real one", "about something" book.
The answers of those subjects who said only one set of
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Table 16
Question
:
books for
why you
Do you think the
the same reason?
said that? or What
reasons
.
)
authors wrote these
(Could you explain
are the different
Number
_ of
Responses Subjects
Group One* n
JSGV & AAS
: same
purpose
CC & CH : same purpose
Group Two: 5
JSGV & AAS: different
purpose
CC & CH : different
purpose
Group Three: 4
JSGV Si AAS: same
purpose
CC & CH : different
purpose
Typical Reasons Given
Both about snakes
Don't know what they
thought
To learn about computers
To learn about snakes,
about computers
(They) want to make them
the same
For "computer" books:
Yes, show computers and
how they work
I don't know
Both about computers ( 3 )
For "snake" books
So kids can read them
Author thinks about
snakes
I guess so
Group Four
:
JSGV & AAS: different
purpose
CC & CH : different
purpose
Cartoon, more realistic
Make-believe
People want to learn
One explains
One's a story, one's
fixing
CC not really happen
One gives information
21 One fairy, one is to
learn
Fiction, real one
Fake, true
Fun book, science book
Table 16 (continued)
Book
JSGV
AAS
CH
CC
One is a funny story
One is about somethin
it le abbreviations used:
Jake— the—Snake Goes Visit ing
All About Snakes
Computers and How They Work
The Computer that Ate Cincinnati
books was written for different purposes fall into the
secona group except that perhaps their answers are a littl
less explicit:
In one a person's a snake; one's just a plain old
snake .
"
"One's a story; one's fixing"
( CC ) "not really happen:" (CH) "tells about it
( computers )
"
"one kids read; one you read in the library"
Likewise their answers justifying why the two books were
written for the same reason are similar to those in the
first category:
"both about computers"
"author thinks about snakes"
"so kids can read them"
The evidence suggests that subjects differ in their
understanding of the purposes for which fiction and non-
fiction books are written. There is also a group which
is able to distinguish between purpose some of the time;
however, their answers give no clues as to why they are
successful with only one set of books. Further research
is necessary to validate the generalizability of these
findings
.
Individual profiles of subjects' responses to these
three questions involving their understanding (awareness)
of non-fiction show roughly the same subjects staying in
the same groups. If a subject perceived the non-fiction
books in both sets as being more difficult s/he was more
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likely to say s/he would read them more slowly. Irre-
spective of reasons given (i.e. because of content, or
preference or word difficulty) choices made for questions
one and two regarding difficulty and speed tended to be
the same. However, the groups varied somewhat on the
question of purpose with subjects as a whole not being as
clear about an author's purpose.
Subjects were asked two additional questions dealing
with their understanding of why people read non-fiction
and what might make them (subjects) read more of them.
By far the most frequent answer to why people read non-
fiction is to learn". A majority of subjects (eighty
percent) are aware of the learning potential these books
offer. Some of these subjects express this idea in terms
of specific knowledge: "to know how to grow their garden",
"when want to learn a job", "to get a police job", and "to
learn how to do the job". An additional four subjects
conclude that people read non-fiction because they:
"like to find things out"
"like to read books like that"
"because they're interesting"
"maybe because he likes them"
The remaining subjects give no response or say that
they do not know. While it is clear that most subjects
realize that they can learn from non-fiction, the data
indicate that most are not doing the reading (see Attitude).
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Their insights into what might make them read more are
both entertaining and enlightening. They also reveal an
understanding of what non-fiction reading is at its best—
to learn about something that is of interest—and its
worst to do what the teacher is requiring. A third group
of respondents make statements about the characteristics of
the books themselves. Table 17 lists responses according
to the categories of Personal Motivation, Teacher/School
Motivation and Book Characteristics. There are seven (7)
subjects who said "I don't know" to the question; one who
said "nothing really" and one forthright subject responded
with "better ones!".
A majority of subjects see personal interest or need
as factors affecting their reading of non-fiction. Some
list specific interests: learning more about animals,
needing information to care for a pet or fix a television;
others stress being interested and wanting to know.
Another group is influenced by the teacher--if teachers
make it a requirement, subjects would read more non-fiction.
There is something to be said for the comment made by one
subject: "if teacher says you have to read a fact book,
a fact book, a fact book". Frequency will lead to greater
frequency! Another interpretation of the responses is
that reading non-fiction has become a school activity and
not one that a subject would choose to do on his/her own.
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Table 17
Question: What might make you read more "fact"books? Typical Responses Listed by Category
Personal Motivation
If I'm really interested
Something that is very
interesting
Maybe something I really
wanted to learn about
If I had a pet I would have
to get information
Learning more about animals
If I were getting a job
Watching my Dad fix TV, I
like to fix things
If I found stuff I really
liked
Teacher /School Motivation
Book Characteristics
Better ones
If I like the name
The title, if they look
exciting
The back of the book, see
what they say
Read a couple of pages,
then read more
Books that were probably
funny
Teacher tells you
When I need help on stuff
at school
If teacher says you have to
read a fact book, a fact
book
If I don't get good in
reading
Doing a report
If I've got to know who wrote
the book
When I get into bigger grades
Miscellaneous
Maybe if I read them all the time
If I could find them
Nothing really
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A third category of responses deals with the books
themselves. Title, appeal and humor are suggested as
factors influencing whether a non-fiction book gets read
.
One subject has developed the strategy of reading the
first few pages and then deciding whether to continue.
The data suggest that subjects have different ideas
about what would lead to more non-fiction reading and that
these ideas indicate an understanding of the uses of non-
fiction; for some it still has the potential of being an
activity based on interest while for others it has become
a school activity—to be done under the teacher's direction.
Attitude
. The questionnaire assessed a subject's
attitude towards non-fiction. Subjects were again shown
the eight book titles and asked to choose their first,
second and third choices "to read or have someone read
to you? Why?" The question was phrased in such a way as
to allow the subject to choose according to preference
without the influence of reading ability. Subjects were
also asked to explain their answers and whether they
thought it was important for them to read "fact" books.
Subjects were told to imagine that there was something
that they wanted to learn very much, given the choices of
television, book, radio and talk to someone and asked to
decide which way they would choose to learn and explain
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their answers. One final question was directed at deter-
mining how much a subject read non-fiction.
Individual Profiles
. Tim’s three choices for books
are all non-fiction. He cites wanting to learn more about
the different topics as his justification. He reads a lot
of non-fiction on his own; books about "sea life animals,
fish, wild animals and Indians”. He also feels that
reading fact books is important for him, "cuz you can learn
more when you're little than when you're grown up". His
preferences for mode of learning are: talk with someone
( it s easier ), book ("on the radio they sometimes cancel
the news and you can't always get it") and television
("radio doesn't tell you the same thing as TV").
In contrast to Tim's interest in non-fiction is
Laurie's interest in fiction. Her book choices are all
fiction; she is interested in them because they "seem funny,
like a mystery and fun to read". She does not read any
non-fiction but knows that reading them is important; her
answers, however, suggests that it is really a delayed
importance: "I'll have to know what to do". Her preferences
for mode of learning are: talk with someone ("it's easier"),
book ("I like reading") and television ("I like TV").
General Analysis . The major pattern found in analyzing
subjects' choices for fiction and non-fiction is related to
sex. Table 18 shows the number of boys and girls selecting
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non-fiction titles. Clearly there are more boys expressing
an interest m non-fiction than girls. Reasons for their
choices are fairly consistent. Subjects choose fiction
because they sound "funny”, "interesting", "good" or
because subjects "like stories or mysteries". Subjects
choose non-fiction because they are interested in the topic
or they want to learn more about it.
Table 19 shows the data concerning subjects preferred
mode of learning. "Talking to someone" and "books" are
subjects top choices, with television and radio ranking
third and fourth respectively. There are no major patterns
in their reasons but many provide insights into subjects'
awareness of the advantages of different modes. Four
subjects mention the "easier" aspects of learning by talking
to someone; that it is also "nice", "quicker" and "only a
person can answer questions". Seven subjects emphasize
that people know more and three say that television does
not always "tell the truth but I can trust what they
(people) say". Reasons for selecting books are that they
are fun to read, interesting and reading is what he/she
likes to do. People who write books "know more" and you
"can read them by yourself". One young boy confides "like
if it's personal you can read it without anyone else
listening or watching".
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Television is not selected as a popular mode for
learning which is perhan<5 an onnaps an accurate reflection of
children’s experience. They strpq? nic ess the visual aspects as
advantageous:
"You can see pictures and see what's
happening”; also that "nobody bothers you". Two subjects
refer specifically to being able to see the news on
television. Few subjects choose the radio and those who
do give reasons against another mode; for example:
"because if you watch TV too much not good". Other subjects
suggest that "it might be fun" or "you could listen".
Seventy-eight percent (32 subjects) of the population
believe that reading non-fiction is important to them
emphasizing that they can learn from doing so. Of the
remaining nine (9), there is one "no", four "I don’t know",
three "not really", and one "not while I 'm a kid". However,
when it comes to actually reading these books the data
show a different picture. Only seven subjects (17 percent)
claim to read a lot of non-fiction and twenty-five subjects
(61 percent) say that they do not read these books often.
Only twenty-one subjects (51 percent) can mention one
topic about which they have read a non-fiction book. The
data suggest that although students feel that it is
important to read non-fiction, the majority of them do not.
This concludes the descriptive analysis of the
questionnaire data. In this section, each category of
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questions was examined. I„ addition to lndlvldual profiles
for both high" and "low" scoring subjects, a review was
made of subjects’ responses and potential patterns of
those responses. It is now possible to understand in more
depth the statistical findings in this study; for example,
the relationship between a subject's performance on the
descriptive test and his/her knowledge of non-fiction can
be seen more clearly. Likewise these data provide a
context for understanding the statistical differences found
between schools on exposure and understanding. In Chapter
V a summary of all research findings and their implications
for instruction and further research will be presented.
CHAPTER v
CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
.
Results of this study serve to clarify and elaborate
on current problems surrounding young readers’ ability to
comprehend non-fiction. There are implications to be
derived for teachers, researchers and curriculum
developers alike. In this chapter research findings will
be discussed within this wider context. Parameters for
the discussion involve: one, a restatement of the original
research questions; two, a comparison of expected findings
versus actual findings; and three, the relevance of these
results to various educational disciplines. Finally areas
for further research will be suggested.
This study made several hypotheses concerning
differences in children's ability to comprehend narrative
and descriptive text and possible factors influencing
comprehension of descriptive text. It was assumed that
some subjects would perform better on descriptive
materials and that formal exposure to non-story texts in
a subject's basal reading program would be a significant
source of this difference. These assumptions were
grounded in schema theory and relied particularly on
research relevant to the importance of structure schemata
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on reading comprehension. If chilHr>p.n11 ftl ldre were exposed to a
type of discourse, descriptive text, for example, then
this would facilitate comprehension and foster the
acquisition of new information. In order to equalize the
effects of background knowledge on reading comprehension,
descriptive passages were controlled for content; topics
were chosen for which there was little likelihood of
previous knowledge. In addition, a recognition test of
reading comprehension, sentence verification, was used.
The test was designed to measure minimal comprehension
while minimizing the effects of inferential reasoning
skills. Knowledge of schema theory and recent empirical
research involving metacomprehension (Danner, 1976;
Tierney, 1980; Baker and Brown, 1980) formed the basis for
assumptions regarding the influence of factors such as
informal exposure to information, understanding of non-
fiction and attitude towards non-fiction reading on
descriptive text comprehension.
Discussion of Statistical Results
.
Several specific factors were considered as potential
sources of influence on a subject's comprehension of
descriptive text. First, formal reading group, sex and
reading ability were investigated. Then a student's
general background in non-fiction, as assessed by the Index
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of Non-Fiction Background ( INFB)
,
was analyzed in terms of
test performance. Within the general index, informal
Exposure, Understanding and Attitude were considered as
potential factors affecting comprehension. Finally,
school and formal reading group were studied to explore the
sources of differences for factors included in INFB.
Prior to a general discussion of findings, it is
important to place these results within context. Students
were asked to read both narrative and descriptive passages;
the narrative passages were taken from The Contemporary
Classroom Reading Inventory (Rinsky and deFossard, 1980)
and the descriptive passages were taken from third and
fourth grade Social Studies textbooks (Jantz, R., 1979;
Parramore, B. & D. Amelio, 1979). As has been previously
explained (see Selection of Passages, Chapter Three) there
is a .5-. 8 difference between narrative and descriptive
passages depending upon which readability formula is
used, with the descriptive passages being slightly more
difficult. Regardless of the between subject factor,
(i.e. reading group, sex, reading ability) test is a
significant source of variance at the pf.01 level.
Subjects perform significantly better on narrative materials.
(Perhaps the most precise interpretation of these results
is that subjects, when asked to read materials controlled
not only for structure and coherence but designed and
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labelled as appropriate for third and fourth grades, find
narrative material easier.) Narrative scores are also
significantly correlated with descriptive scores at the
P< * 01 level * Doin g well on the narrative test means there
is a high probability that the student also did well on the
descriptive test, but only in relative terms. Scores on the
descriptive test are 41 percent lower for the high ability
group, 38 percent lower for the middle group and 42 percent
lower for the low reading group. Looking at individual mean
scores for the narrative test, scores drop 47 percent from
the high ability group to the low ability while descriptive
scores drop 53 percent from high to low ability group. It
should be noted, however, that the mean descriptive score
for the high ability group is only 11 percent higher than
the mean narrative score of the low ability group.
While it is evident that there are differences among
the ability groups' performances, it is also clear that no
one is doing very well on the descriptive test. It is
misleading to assume that those subjects in the top category
are "good" readers of non-fiction. The fact that the high
group did only 11 percent better on the descriptive test
than the low group did on the narrative test says something
about students’ comprehension and the readability of a text.
The differences among student performance are real but the
level of performance is highly variable and in this instance
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much more so than the approximate half-year difference in
readability would predict. Readability formulae continue
to be only marginal indicators of difficulty, especially
when they are used to compare different types of text.
It is within this context that factors which affect
comprehension of descriptive text are discussed. Keeping
in mind that the environment in which students might do
really well does not appear to be present in this study, it
is then possible to make statements about factors which
seem to be helpful. It also becomes important to look
carefully at those students who manage to do better than
their counterparts.
In this study formal basal reading experience was not
found to be a significant source of variance affecting the
comprehension of descriptive text. Those whose experience
included non-fiction had a reading series which consisted
of approximately twenty percent non-fiction material. The
inclusion of non-story material in the basal readers did
not have an effect on comprehension. Either formal ex-
posure alone was insufficient or the amount of that
exposure was insufficient to influence comprehension. Not
all materials presented in the expository basal reading
series were examples of descriptive discourse.
An examination of the distribution of individual scores
in the descriptive test shows the majority of EBG subjects
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falling into the middle range while members of NBG are
concentrated in the low and high ranges. Chi square analysis
also showed significant differences in their distribution
as a function of grouping. Some factor not related to
basal reading experience seems to be involved. Those NBG
scoring in the top range all attend the narrative school
which was shown io differ* siQ'nif‘ip ,in+iT7 .p k •fcignii ca tly from the expository
school in terms of Exposure and Understanding (INFB-A).
One explanation of these findings is that while formal
exposure to non-fiction in a basal reading program may
help potentially weak readers do better (increase their
chances of being in the middle group), it is the added
factor of understanding and informal exposure which helps
a good reader do better.
Subjects attending the narrative and expository schools
differ significantly in the amount of Understanding and
informal Exposure they have of non-fiction. These
differences are not found when comparing basal reading
programs. It appears that something is occurring among the
narrative school student population which is not true for
the expository school students and the source of that
difference is not in the reading series. The reading pro-
gram does not appear to be the source of differences in
Understanding and informal Exposure between schools.
Students who have been reading non-fiction in their basal
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programs do not have more understanding of non-fiction nor
do they expose themselves to more non-fiction in non-
classroom settings. Possible sources of these school
differences may be in the background of students (an out-of-
school variable) or classroom instruction (a within school
variable). It is tempting to adopt the latter rationale in
light of informal observations made in the classrooms and
because this study tried to control for socio-economic
background and curriculum. However, some factor other
than socio-economic status may be influencing the out-of-
school experiences of subjects.
The relevance of this difference in Understanding and
Exposure found between schools is substantiated by the
relationship these variables have with descriptive per-
formance. A subject's score on the INFB has a significant
positive correlation with the descriptive test score,
p<.01, and indicates that comprehension is related to the
Understanding, Exposure and Attitude with which a reader
begins to read. Taken separately, Understanding is the
single factor which correlates significantly with
descriptive comprehension, p<.01. The INFB assessed
Attitude in terms of preference towards informational
material in general; Exposure assessed a subject's active
role in seeking information outside the school setting;
and Understanding looked more specifically at what students
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knew about the differences between fiction and non-fiction
in terms of content, purpose and reading strategy. The
questions dealing with Understanding are most closely
connected to the task of comprehending non-fiction. The
significance of this relationship addresses the issues of
meta-cognition currently being raised in the literature
(Tierney, 1980; Baker & Brown, 1980). The connection be-
tween awai eness of both text type and effective reading
strategy and success in comprehension is little understood.
This study indicates a strong relationship.
Sex is not found to be a significant source of variance
for descriptive text comprehension. However, distribution
figures indicate that a greater percentage of boys (32
percent males versus 11 percent females) place in the top
third range of scores and that their scores on the
questionnaire for Understanding are significantly better
( p< . 01 ) than girls or boys in the middle and low categories.
Chi square analysis also indicates a significant difference
in this distribution as a function of sex. There are no
major differences in the total numbers of boys and girls
(22 males and 19 females) nor in the numbers attending
either school (narrative school: 10 boys, 9 girls;
expository school: 12 boys, 10 girls). Likewise the
differences between numbers of boys and girls in NBG and
EBG are not large: 9 boys in EBG; 9 girls in EBG; 13 boys
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in NBG: 10 girls in NBG
. Therefore it is difficult to
explain the percentage difference between boys and girls in
the top third range in terms of school (with the inference
that the environment results in greater understanding) or
basal reading group. There may be another factor(s) in-
volved which this study fails to pinpoint.
Statistical analysis shows reading ability to be a
significant factor in comprehension. Teacher assessment of
student reading ability is a good indicator of how well a
student will perform on the reading test, p<.01. Their
judgment is based, to a large extent, on their experiences
with students' reading of basal materials and appears to be
a good predictor of a subject's performance on new and
unfamiliar text. It is tempting to say that a good reader
is a good comprehender—which is true—but of little use in
delineating specific factors allowing for better compre-
hension or better reading skill in the first place. The
data are most valuable when used to compare narrative and
descriptive patterns and as a check on the validity of the
reading test itself. Student performance varies signifi-
cantly with teacher assessment demonstrating that the test
is measuring what teachers regard as comprehension.
In summary, the impact of a basal reading program
containing approximately twenty percent non-fiction material
is not significant; however, it is possible that such
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experience does help potentially weak students raise their
performance. Understanding of non-fiction is strongly
related to comprehension of descriptive text and it is
possible that such knowledge helps able readers do better.
Discussion of Descriptive Results
.
Qualitative results focussed on subjects' responses to
the questionnaire. As a general index of non-fiction back-
ground and experience, it provided form to some nagging
fears present in the educational world. The mean score for
the questionnaire as a whole was 45 points out of a possible
eighty: with Exposure 13.53 (30); Understanding 19.64 (30);
and Attitude 11.85 (20). Apparently many subjects are not
taking advantage of informational resources available in
their environment, nor are they particularly enthusiastic
about reading non-fiction. There is some indication that
at least some subjects are learning something about in-
formational material.
Television, newspapers and magazines are all under-
utilized resources. The most universal source of
information outside the classroom is television; however
the quality of many of these informational programs is
questionable. Boys have the added advantage of their
interest in sports which helps get them interacting with
newsprint, and they also appear to receive more content-
oriented magazines in the house. Subjects' responses show
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that they are well aware of the uses of non-fiction; how-
ever, they are equally blunt about their non-reading of
it. Even though more boys choose non-fiction titles to
read than girls, they don't necessarily read them.
Understanding of non-fiction varies among subjects and
results show some progressive tendencies. In terms of
difficulty, some subjects make no distinction between
fiction and non-fiction while others focus on word diffi-
culty oi specific content. Their reading strategy (speed)
is dependent upon preference, word difficulty or content.
Finally their understanding of the different purposes of
non-fiction and fiction is either non-existent or related
to type of book or content. Personal interest and
motivation is the resounding response of most subjects for
the basis of wanting to read more non-fiction.
It is clear from these descriptive findings that
students entering the fourth grade are not in the most
advantageous position from which to begin their textbook
careers: the deficiency in their prior knowledge of and
interaction with information is disturbing. Fortunately
there are many things schools can do to improve this
situation
.
Educational Implications.
Research findings support greater coordination of
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classroom instruction with both formal and informal ex-
posure to non-fiction material. In addition they suggest
that students at the end of their third grade are not yet
sufficiently ready to comprehend their content area text-
books
.
Specifically, instruction should foster the develop-
ment of appropriate reading strategies as well as
metacomprehension skills related to non-fiction. Recent
studies by Durkin indicate that teachers are not teaching
comprehension (Durkin, 1979) nor is its instruction pro-
vided for m basal reader manuals (Durkin, 1981). Durkin
found that instruction in the classroom emphasized
questioning (i.e., testing for comprehension) and assignment
giving and basal manuals, while giving numerous examples,
lacked well-thought out, straightforward instruction.
Without instruction and some awareness of descriptive
discourse, structure schemata may have minimal impact.
Future research is necessary to better determine this
relationship. In Durkin's review of basal reading programs
she found that in three (3) out of the five (5) programs
surveyed some comprehension instruction was presented in
the readers themselves, not in the teachers' manuals. She
concluded however, that although instruction in the readers
was often superior to that in the manuals, the content was
frequently too dense. This suggests "the possibility that
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only the children who already read well will profit from
the reader-based instruction unless teachers do more than
ask questions about the content" (Durkin, 1981, p. 537).
These comments are consistent with this study’s inter-
pretation of the potential benefit understanding contributes
to a good reader's performance. It is clear that curriculum
materials should provide more instruction in comprehension
not only in terms of effective reading strategies but
metacognition, "the metacognitive activity of comprehension
monitoring" (Baker and Brown, 1980, p. 5).
Given that subjects cited interest as a key motivator
of expository reading, curriculum should be flexible
offering students some choices in what they are to I earn.
In doing so teachers will be reinforcing the idea that the
purpose Ox reading non-fiction is to learn something of
interest. It should not be forgotten that the primary
purpose for reading expository material is to inform and a
student's desire to learn specific information is what makes
non-fiction "entertaining". Students suggest that this
would result in their reading more non-fiction. Repeated
exposure to a variety of informational materials and
continued instruction should be cornerstones for curriculum
development
.
Supported by good materials, teachers need to reinforce
comprehension instruction, paying particular attention to
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weaker students. Their instruction should also underscore
the purposefulness of non-fiction reading and the range of
materials available. Classrooms should contain examples
of materials often found in the home—newspapers, magazines,
catalogues; children read what is there, as in the example
of cereal boxes.
The data suggest that the newspaper is an underutilized
resource, students need to be involved in activities that
get them handling the newspaper, as is the example of boys
and sports, and exploring other parts of the paper. Reading
instruction places far too much emphasis on understanding
everything with the result that students become easily
frustrated and overwhelmed with material not immediately
understood. The newspaper can be used to good advantage to
help students deal with a variety of topics and formats.
In many instances the teacher's job may be to counter-
act curriculum materials which are too sequential, offer
little instruction and poor content. Teachers need to be
aware of stereotypic experiences of children and encourage
the exchange of and expansion in reading different types
of magazines. Girls should be encouraged to become familiar
with stereotypically "boys" materials and vice versa.
Teachers can act as valuable resources helping students
become aware of their information-rich environments and
directing them to informational programs on television and
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radio. Given that the data suggest that most students
are watching some informational television, teachers might
use these shows as a basis for informal discussions and as
a means of helping children see differences in programs and
ways that they might balance their viewing. Such
instruction" need not be highly structured; rather, a
teacher who has developed an awareness of television's
informational potential would encourage, through her normal
conversations with children, more informational viewing.
Again, teachers do not need to develop elaborate curriculum
to at least expose children to what is available. Asking
children to listen to appropriate programs on the radio
from time to time would offer them an additional choice of
which they are presently unaware.
Future Research
.
There are several potential areas for further inquiry
and research. In this pilot study several factors were
investigated; however, further research is necessary to
follow up on initial findings. Are structure schemata as
influential a factor as they have been considered or are
"specific psychological properties of the texts" (Spiro and
Taylor, 1980, p. 5) more important as a source of children's
difficulty. In addition the issue of understanding, its
relationship to comprehension and its precise form and role
in metacognition, need to be explored. Further qualitative
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studies should be conducted to determine whether patterns
noted in the questionnaire data are generalizable to a
larger population, and whether children go through
developmental stages in their understanding of non-fiction.
It is hoped that through this and future research curriculum
materials and classroom instruction can reflect a more
theoretically sound position and lead to more thoughtful,
active readers.
Young children's ability to learn from printed
materials is an important issue. Failure on the part of
educational institutions to instruct children adequately,
particularly average and weak readers, has extensive
consequences which are apparent in college classrooms today.
Reading to learn is a form of communication where the
reader invites the writer to speak. Too often school
children are not allowed to issue the invitation. Education
should open doors to information and develop an awareness
of the learning process where choice and purpose are
emphasized
.
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Appendix A
Index of Non-Fiction Background:
Student Questionnaire
Acceptable probe for
all questions:
Anything else?
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Do you have any older kids living at your house?
2
.
Do you or any of the kids at your house get any
magazines in the mail or from the store.
a .
b
.
Which parts do you like best?
3,
What TV shows do you watch?
Do you ever watch TV shows that tell you about
things, but they don't tell stories?
How ofte n :
Probe: Wild Kingdom
Those Amazing Animals
Anything else
4.
Do you ever watch the news on TV? How often
Do you watch "In The News" during Saturday morning
cartoons? How often?
Do you read any parts of the newspaper? Which parts?
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6
.
9 .
10.
Do you check books out of a library? Which ones?
Probe: What about at your school
Do you listen to the radio?
Do you listen to music on the radio?
Do you listen to other kinds of programs on the
radio?
Wh ich ones?
Do you have a friend or parent who gives youinformation about different things like a teacherdoes? About what?
Do you read what's written on cereal boxes? What
stuff do you read?
Suppose there was something you wanted very much to
learn about. Which way would you choose to learn:
» Radio
,
Book
,
Talk to Someone
1st Why
2nd Why
3rd Why
11
Pile *> Pile *2
Why did you put these in Pile #1
Why did you put these in Pile #2
12
.
13.
ME SHOW YOU 2 BOOKS/^What About These?
Do you think one of these books would be harder to
make this —
y y
Do you think you would read one kind of book more
slowly. (What would make you read more slowly?Why do you say 'no'?)
y X
14.
|
Do you think t he a uthors wrote these books for the
same re ason ? /_Ve s / Could you explain why you said
that? l_NoJ What are the different reasons?
1 / 2 /
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16
150
18
.
19 .
20
.
21
.
22
.
Do you know anyone who reads a lot of fact books?
Why do you think they read them.
Is it important for you to read fact books. Why?
TEXTBOOKS
(Show 3 textbooks)
!• Where do you usually find them?
2. Why do authors write them?
3. Do you ever read these kinds of books:
a
.
in class How often
b. out of class How often
4. Is there anything else you can tell me about these kinds
of books?
Are textbooks the same, easier, or harder to read
than other books? (What would you guess) Why?
If a kid found these books hard to read how would a
teacher help?
Is it important for you to read textbooks? Why?
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Mock Book Covers
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Appendix C
Questions and Assigned Numerical Values
for
Index of Non-Fiction Background
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EXPOSURE 30 points possible
1 .
2
.
3.
4 .
5.
6 .
7.
8
.
9.
Do you or any of the kids at your
magazines in the mail or from the
Which parts do you like best? (4)
What TV shows do you watch? (3)
Do you ever watch the news on TV?
Do you watch "In the News" during
cartoons? How often? (2)
house get any
store? (1)
How often? (2)
Saturday morning
Do you read any parts of
(3)
the newspaper? Which parts?
Do you listen to other kinds (not music)
on the radio? Which ones? (5)
of programs
Do you have a friend or parent who gives you
about different things like a teacher does'?
what? (5)
in format ion
About
Do you read what's written on cereal boxes? What stuffdo you read? (3)
UNDERSTANDING = 30 points possible
1 • & 2. Would you put these books into two piles, putting
the ones that seem to "go together" in the same pile?
(4) Why did you put these in Pile #1 (#2)? (4)
3. & 4 . Do you think one of these books would be harder
to read than the other? (What would make this book
harder? Why do you say no?) (A total of 6 points, 3
for each set of books. The 3 points was further
allocated on the basis of one point for choice of book
and two points for reason.)
5. & 6. Do you think you would read one kind of book more
slowly? (What would make you read more slowly? Why
do you say no?) (A total of 6 points, 3 points for
each set of books. The 3 points was further allocated
on the basis of one point for choice of book and two
points for reason.)
7. & 8. Do you think the authors wrote these books for the
same reason? (Could you explain why you said that?
(yes) or What are the different reasons?) (A total
of 6 points, 3 points for each set of books. The 3
points was further allocated on the basis of one point
for choice of book and two points for reason.)
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^° * B°ok ’ Talk to Someone? (Students listedrst, second and third choices and reasons why: (5)
3. & 4 (Student is shown eight book titles )would be your (first, second, third) choice
or have someone read to you? Why? (5)
Which book
to read
5
- D
? y°o
ever read fact books? What were some of
em about. (3) Would you say you read fact books
often? (4)
7. Is it important for you to read fact books.
( 3 )
Why?
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Appendix D
Readability Levels for Reading
Test Passages
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Readability Levels
Passage Harris-Jacobson Spache
Mean
Readability
Narrative
Possum 3.23 3.02 3.61 (Spache)
Gorilla 4.71 4.02 3.97 (Harris-
Jacobson )
Descript ive
Central Turkey 4.19
Nile River 4.75
4.47 (Spache)
Appendix E
Reading Comprehension
Instructions and Test
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Reading Comprehension Task 1
General Directions
The purpose of this Cask is to measure your ability for
understanding passages. The task consists of 4 passages and
1 6 questions about each passage. Your job is to read each
passage and then turn the page and answer the 16 questions. It
should take about 40 minutes to finish the task. You should
have no difficulty in finishing the task in the time allowed.
On pages 2 to 6 are specific directions and a few practice
questions. Now turn to page 2 and read this page.
^Prepared by Mike Royer and Ronald K. Hambleton, from the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. This instrument is intended
for research purposes only and is not to be copied in any form
without permission of the authors.
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Specific Directiona
Carefully read the introduction to the story:
Now read carefully the story below:
The morning paper didn't come. The milkman
didn t come. The mailman didn't come. Just more
and more snow came.
The children stood at the windows in the living
room. Needie said, "I wish we could go out in the
snow. I'd like to see how deep it is. I'll bet
it's up above my knees."
Susan said, "I guess Star wouldn't be able to
walk in it at all."
Betsy said, "Mother says we can't go out until
it stops snowing. Let's look at television. My
favorite program is on every Saturday morning."
Go back and read the story again. When you have read the
story twice, turn the page. Do not turn back to look at the
story
.
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Questions
Below is the first sentence from the story you read and four
other sentences. Your task is to mark those sentences that are
"OLD" and those sentences that are "NEW".
A sentence is OLD if:
• it is taken from the story.
• it has the same meaning to a sentence in the story.
A sentence is NEW if:
• it wasn't talked about in the story.
» it has a different meaning to a sentence in the story.
The first sentence in the story is:
The morning paper didn't come.
Now mark each of the sentences below as OLD or NEW
OLD NEW 1. The paper that comes in the morning did not
OLD NEW 2. The morning paper did c ome
.
OLD NEW 3. The tree branches were coated with ice.
OLD NEW 4. The morning paper didn't come.
Now, let's review your answers.
1. You should have marked the first sentence "OLD" because it has
the same meaning as the first sentence in the story.
2. You should have marked the second sentence "NEW" because it has
a different meaning to the first sentence in the story.
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3. You should have marked the third sentence "NEW" because it
wasn't talked about in the story.
4. You should have marked the fourth sentence "OLD" because it is
the same as the first sentence in the story.
Any Questions?
Now go ahead and read the sentence below and show your answer to each
by circling "OLD" or "NEW".
OLD NEW 5. The postman hadn't been there
.
OLD NEW 6. If it kept snowing the schools would be closed
next week.
OLD NEW 7. The morning paper did come.
OLD NEW 8. Neddie said, "I wish we could go out in the snow
Look at your answers now as I read the correct answers.
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Now let '
9
read a couple of more sentences. Circle one of the two
answers, "OLD" or "NEW", to each sentence.
OLD NEW 9. The sky was a dark gray.
OLD NEW 10. The snow just got deeper and deeper.
OLD NEW 11. The children stood at the windows in the livingroom
OLD NEW 12. The milkman had come.
Look at your answers now as I read the correct answers.
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ln the remainder of this task are paragraphs, introductions
to the paragraphs, and sentences. Your task with each passage
is to:
. read the introduction
. read the passage twice carefully
. read the 16 sentences that follow the paragraph and
mark them as "OLD" or "NEW"
REMEMBER
"OLD" sentences are
. from the paragraph
. have the same meaning as sentences in the paragraph
"NEW" sentences are
. different in meaning from sentences in the paragraph
. are not talked about in the paragraph
Now go ahead with the rest. Good Luck!
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Now let's review the answers:
1. The story says, "The mailman didn't come." Sentence 5 says,
"The postman hadn't been there." Since sentence 5 has the same
-~
aning Co a sentence in the story you should have circled "OLD"
beside sentence 5.
2. Sentence 6 is, "If it kept snowing the schools would be closed
next week." The story does not say anything about school, or
closing school if the snow continued, and so sentence 6 is "NEW".
Did you circle "NEW" beside statement 6?
3. The 7th sentence said, "The morning paper did come." But,
in the story, it was said that "The morning paper didn't come."
Sentence 7 has a different meaning from any sentence in the
story and so you should have circled "NEW".
The 8th sentence above is exac t ly the same as a sentence in
the story and so you should have circled "OLD" beside sentence 8.
Did you?
Any questions? Does everyone see how I got those answers?
O.K. Let's turn the page.
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Now let's look at the answers.
9.
Nothing is said in the story about the sky or that it is dark
gray. Therefore, sentence 9, "The sky was a dark gray," is
"NEW"
.
10.
In the story it is said that "More and more snow came." Therefore,
sentence 10, "The snow just got deeper and deeper," has a similar
meaning and so you should have marked sentence 10 "OLD".
Did you?
11. Sentence 11 is "The children stood at the windows in the livingroom."
This sentence is from the story and so you should have marked it
"OLD".
12. Sentence 12 is "The milkman had come." But, the story says that
The milkman didn't come." So, you should have marked the sentence
"NEW"
.
Any questions? Does everyone see how I got those answers.
O.K. Let's turn the page.
Carefully read the following:
RmH J" f°
m
!
PUCe
!
Pe°ple haVe different kinds of houses.ead to find out what houses were like in Turkey long ago.
Now read carefully the paragraph below:
i f There are people, called archeologists, who study thingsleft behind by people who lived long ago. They have found the
remains of Catal Huyuk, one of the world's oldest cities, inthe dry and rugged land of Central Turkey. Nine thousand years
ago, this part of Turkey was covered with green forests filled
with wildlife. The people of Catal Huyuk used wood from theseforests to build their houses.
At first, the houses of Catal Huyuk puzzled archeologists.
The houses, made of mud crisscrossed with wood beams, usually
were built close together around courtyards. But no windows
or doors opened onto the courtyards. The only openings in thesehouses were holes near the roofs.
Archeologists believe that the people of Catal Huyuk
entered and left their houses by climbing ladders to these
rooftop holes. These rooftop doors probably suited the needs
of the people very well. They kept out floodwaters, wild
animals, and enemies. And the rooftops of the closely built
houses became the city's sidewalks!
Go back and read the paragraph again. When you have read the paragraph
twice, turn the page. Do not turn back to look at the paragraph.
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Now answer the 16 questions below:
OLD NEW 1. The houses, made of mud crisscrossed with
wood beams, usually were built far apart around
courtyards
.
OLD NEW 2. They have found the remains of Catal Huyuk, one
of the world's oldest animals, in the dry and
rugged land of Central Turkey.
OLD NEW 3. Nine thousand years ago, this part of Turkey was
covered with green forests filled with wildlife.
OLD NEW 4. Each morning families had a simple breakfast in
the courtyard.
OLD NEW 5. The people of Catal Huyuk used wood to make
their furniture and dishes.
OLD NEW 6. At first the houses of Catal Huyuk puzzled
archeologists
.
OLD NEW 7. Archeologists learn about the lives of people
who lived a long time ago by studying things
they used back then.
OLD NEW 8. Houses were built by the people of Catal Huyuk
with wood found in the forests.
OLD NEW 9. But many windows or doors opened onto the
cour tyard s .
OLD NEW 10. These doors in the rooftops were probably very
helpful to the people who lived there.
OLD NEW 11. Wild animals were found in the city, especially
at night
.
OLD NEW 12. And the courtyards of the closely built houses
became the city's sidewalks.
OLD NEW 13. The only openings in these houses were holes
near the roof s .
OLD NEW 14. They kept out floodwaters, wild animals,
and e n em i e s .
Turn to next page.
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OLD NEW
OLD NEW
15. Archeologists think that everyone
in Catal Huyuk got in and out of theirhouses by going up and down ladders tothe holes in the roofs. °
16. Archeologists made many trips to Turkeyto study Catal Huyuk.
Now go to the next page.
Carefully read the following:
This is a story about two
Read to find out who they are.
strange animals in a zoo.
Now read carefully the paragraph below:
John had been out of work for several months. He needed
a job very much. Then he heard that the gorilla at the zoo haddied. He begged to be allowed to take the gorilla's place
so he could have a job. At first the manager laughed, but as
she could not find another gorilla, she agreed to let John take
its place.
John dressed in skins and went into the cage. He was a
big success as he swung boldly from bar to bar. The crowd
absolutely loved him.
Then one day he lost his balance and fell, not into his own
cage, but into the lion's den. He was terrified, realizing he
would have to spoil his act and call for help. But just as
he opened his mouth to yell, the lion bounded up to him,
"Don't say a word," it said, "or we'll both loose our jobs!"
Go back and read the paragraph again. When you have read the paragraph
twice, turn the page. Do not turn back to look at the paragraph.
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Now answer the following questions:
OLD NEW 1
. Then he heard that the lion at the zoohad died.
OLD NEW 2
. Most people came to see the gorilla on
Sa tur day
.
OLD NEW 3 . John dressed in skins and went into the cage.
OLD NEW 4 . John hadn’t had a job for a long time.
OLD NEW 5 . He begged to be allowed to take the
manager's place so he could have a job.
OLD NEW 6 . John thought working at the zoo might be
f un
.
OLD NEW 7 . In the beginning, it seemed like a silly
idea to the manager, but she needed a
gorilla, so she hired him.
OLD NEW 8. He needed a job very much.
OLD NEW 9 . The crowd was bored with him.
OLD NEW 10. The lion ran to him before he had a chance
to call out.
OLD NEW 11 . John rented a gorilla suit from a shop
nearby
.
OLD NEW 12 . He was afraid and knew that to save his own
life he would have to stop pretending to be
a gorilla and cry for help.
OLD NEW 13 . The lion was old and toothless.
OLD NEW 14 . Then one day he lost his balance and fell, not
into his own cage, but into the lion's den.
OLD NEW 15 . "Don't say a word," it said, "Or I’ll have
you for supper!"
OLD NEW 16 . He was a big success as he swung boldly from
bar to bar
.
Now turn the page.
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Carefully read the following:
In Egypt the Nile River is very important to the people.
Read what follows to see how the Nile River helped people long
ago.
Now read carefully the paragraph below:
Thousands of years ago, the Egyptians developed a way of
life that depended on the Nile River. In those times, the Nile
gave the people fish to eat as well as water. The people
hunted wild animals, such as antelopes, hippopotamuses and ducks
that lived along the river.
At first, the people only planted their seeds in the muddy
soil left behind by the yearly floods. As the population grew,
however, not enough food could be grown this way. So the
Egyptians dug canals through the river's banks to lead the water
outward onto more land on either side. These canals made it
possible to use more land for growing crops and keep all the
land wet when there was no flood.
Since so much depended on the river water, the people needed
to know when the flood would come each year. The Egyptians
discovered that the flood came every 365 days. They divided the
365 days into twelve months with 30 days in each month. Five
"feast days" were added at the end of the year to make the number
come out right. Our present calendar is still based on the
Egyptian calendar.
Go back and read the paragraph again. When you have read the paragraph
twice, turn the page. Do not turn back to look at the paragraph.
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Now answer the 16 questions below.
OLD NEW 1. The Nile River is the longest river in
Egypt
.
OLD NEW 2. In those times, the Nile gave the people
fish to eat as well as water.
OLD NEW 3. The people never hunted wild animals, such
as antelopes, hippopotamuses and ducks
that lived along the river.
OLD NEW 4. The Egyptians took care of their crops by
using small boats to travel on the canals.
OLD NEW 5. Thousands of years ago, the Egyptians
developed a way of life that depended on
the Nile River
.
OLD NEW 6. At first, the people only built their houses
in the muddy soil left behind by the yearly
floods .
OLD NEW 7. So the Egyptians made ditches that carried
the water through the banks of the river to
land on both sides of the ditches.
OLD NEW 8. But once the number of people grew larger,
growing food like this meant there wasn't
enough food for everyone.
OLD NEW 9. Our present holidays are still based on the
Egyptian calendar.
OLD NEW 10. The Egyptians discovered that the flood
came every 365 days.
OLD NEW 11. By using these canals more land stayed wet
after the floods and there was more land
for growing food.
OLD NEW 12. The five days left over were added as holidays
so that the number of days would be correct.
OLD NEW 13. Today we eat many foods that the Egyptians
grew many years ago.
Turn to next page.
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OLD NEW 14
. During the yearly flood, many
destroyed
.
home s were
OLD NEW 15 . Since so much depended on
the people needed to know
would come each year.
the
when
river
the
water
flood
OLD NEW 16. They divided the 365 days
with 25 days in each month
into 1 3 months
Now turn the page
.
Carefully read the following:
Thls is a" old Indian story about the possumfind out what happened to the possum.
Read and
Now read carefully the paragraph below:
Once the Possum had a bushy tail. He was proud of it, andhe bragged about it a lot. His friend, Rabbit, was tired ofPossum s bragging. So she planned to play a trick on Possum.
All the animals were going to a dance. Rabbit sent
Cricket to help Possum brush his tail for the dance. Possum
was pleased because Cricket was a very good barber. But Rabbit
had given Cricket special orders. She told Cricket that as hebrushed Possum's tail, he should also cut the hair close to
the bone. Then he should wind a red ribbon around it.
Possum went to the dance and took off the red ribbon so
he could show off his tail. All the animals laughed at him,
and from that day to this, possums have ugly, hairless tails.
Go back and read the paragraph again. When you have read the paragraph
twice, turn the page. Do not turn back to look at the paragraph.
Now answer the 16 questions below:
OLD NEW 1 . At the dance Rabbit played the fiddle and
people drank punch.
OLD NEW 2 . His friend, Rabbit, was glad to hear
Possum's bragging.
OLD NEW 3 . At one time, the Possum's tail was thick and
furry
.
OLD NEW 4 . All the animals were going to a picnic.
OLD NEW 5 . He was very pleased with it and he told
everyone about it.
OLD NEW 6. Possums usually live in the forest.
OLD NEW 7 . Rabbit sent Cricket to help Possum brush
his tail for the dance.
OLD NEW 8. So she planned to play a trick on Possum.
OLD NEW 9. When the animals got tired they sat down
to rest.
OLD NEW 10. She told Cricket to cut off most of Possum's
hair near the bone while she was brushing
his tail.
OLD NEW 11
.
At the dance Possum untied the red ribbon
so that everyone could see his great tail.
OLD NEW 12 . Possum wasn't pleased because Cricket wasn't
a very good barber.
OLD NEW 13. But Rabbit had given Cricket special orders.
OLD NEW 14 . All the animals got angry at him, and from
that day to this, possums have ugly, hairless
tails.
OLD NEW 15. Cricket had been to school to learn how to
cut hair.
OLD NEW 16 . Then he should wind a red ribbon around it.
Now turn to the next page.
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RELAX
!
You are finished!
And thank you very much.
Ms
. Rasool
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Appendix F
Distribution Curves for Descriptive Test
Scores According to Basal Reading Group
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Narrative
Basal
Reading
droup
(NBJ)
•
I
Expository
Basal
Reading
droup
(EBJ
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Appendix G
Distribution Curves for Descriptive Test
Scores According to Sex
Distribution
Curves
for
Descriptive
Test
Scores
According
to
Sex
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-Females


